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Preamble

Through Socrates Love, Justice and Truth has triumphed. He was, and still is one of the most
stellar philosophers of this world. Socrates was accused for the Truth, the same way that
Jesus was accused and crucified – Socrates was given poison. Contrary to other sophists and
philosophers Socrates wanted to enlighten his fellow citizens and expose the vulnerable points
of the religion of that time. He did this without reward, as he refused remuneration for his
teachings. Many famous philosophers were amongst his students including Plato, Aristotle
and Xenophon just to name a few. Socrates believed that a conscience that is not pure repels
Truth. The closer Man approaches Truth the more his conscience is purified.
During his earthly life Socrates’ usual habit was to go to the Agora every day and participate
in open discussions with his fellow Athenians. Many of his fellow citizens sought his advice
and counsel. The power of his philosophical discussions educated and mesmerized his
audiences. The aim of Socrates was not to merely refute someone but to convince that person
that what he thinks he knows, he really does not yet know. Socrates, by continuously
questioning the person concerned achieved the repudiation. The consequence of this decrease
in certainty was the pothos (desire) for true knowledge. Thus a love for Truth arose. This is
known as the Socratic method of 1"18C3) - elenchos (examination) and still remains a
commonly used tool in a wide range of discussions. It is a type of pædagogy (pedagogy =
education) in which a series of questions are asked not only to draw individual answers but
also to encourage a fundamental insight into an issue.
At a mature age (70) he was falsely accused, found guilty and put to death by ingesting
hemlock that had been added to his wine cup for him to drink – he did not commit suicide.
Socrates has provided a number of invaluable teachings during séances to the Spiritualist
Society of Athens – Greece (www.divinelight.org.gr). The Society has published a number of
these in their publications, mostly in Greek, as well as two volumes transmitted by Euclid
containing philosophical discourses between Socrates and others – these can be obtained from
their web site.
This book consists of spiritual communications transmitted through the Spiritualist Society of
Athens’ medium, the late George Pizanis. It is divided into two sections. The first section
contains extracts from séances where the communicating spirit was Euclid and the second
section contains teachings given by Socrates. The communications were mostly given in the
form of conversations with Socrates.
No one has ever overshadowed Socrates and we all need his enlightenment.
It is time to put the story straight.

Yianni Attikiouzel AM PhD
Editor

Section One
Euclidian spiritual communications
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1. Before Socrates condemnation
[Book 28: pp 59-61]
EUCLID: Even before Socrates was condemned for everything that his sycophants
accused him of, his position looked horrendous if he did not change the tactic of
cauterizing what was wrong and say the naked Truth, thus incriminating those
defending fraud and falsehood. The Law was severe on the crimes that his accuser
placed on the shoulders of the wise man [1].
Some of Socrates’ friends interceded and without him knowing arranged for the wise
man to visit the house of a common friend. This way the preacher of Truth met with
Lysias. The meeting was seen to be accidental. [2]
LYSIAS: Dearest Socrates, I heard and was shocked by everything that your enemies
are secretly planning so they can get rid of you and your enlightening talks forever.
It is not to the advantage of either the City or your dignity to let the situation that has
developed remain as is. I do not think it is wise for you to justify by the position you
have taken, the injustice against Justice. You must not give wings to falsehood so it
can establish itself and crush the Truth. For this reason I want you to appoint me as
your defender. Do not worry about what I am going to say, because only this way
will I reveal and stigmatise the guilty. At the trial of Aspasia, you heard the brilliant
way Pericles saved her from condemnation. In another and very different way I am
sure that I will succeed in securing your acquittal. Do not be wayward and decide to
entrust your defense to me. [3]

‘Phidias Showing the Frieze of the Parthenon to Pericles, Aspasia, Alcibiades and friends’
by Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema – 1868 (Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery

SOCRATES: Your willingness to come to my aid and help me, oh Lysias, touches
me. As you are very able in your work I am sure of your success. But do you think
that the brave one who went into battle for his country and is the tireless fighter
against the dark word will appear in court timid and appealing for his life and would
forget his high teachings and be subject to the defense of his lawyer! [4]
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As for the subject of Aspasia, she had different motives, very dissimilar to the ones
they assigned to me. Pericles, my friend, under the influence of the beauty and spirit
of Aspasia was able to deliberately speak as an orator in her favour imploring their
good will to save his companion and inspiration of his work. It was necessary that
she was saved – and she was saved. My friend Lysias, I cannot tolerate the
accusation of something I have never done, since I search for the Truth and from it I
learn everything that I have learned so far. Virtue, that everyone praises, in no way
can I dress it with the clothing of iniquity. I speak the Truth and this I will proclaim
until my last breath, irrespective what they are going to say about me in the their vile
circles.

Bust of Pericles
Museo Pio-Clementino,
Muses Hall
Vatican Museum

Bust of Aspasia
Museo Pio-Clementino,
Muses Hall
Vatican Museum

Life continues and the new generations will learn who Socrates was and why he was
condemned. These generations will curse the guilty, whoever they are, so in their
memory the words of Socrates will shine.
LYSIAS: I can justify your thoughts up to a point. However, I think you are wrong
in your perception. If you defend Justice without a weapon is not the battle
dangerous? Because the Law is itself a weapon and with it, it irrevocably condemns
the unarmed. Then where are you heading, since you know the result?
I beg to become your weapon so a balance can return, and then you will see and
wonder who is the one that uses the weapon with skillfulness, the unjust or the just?
You Socrates will be a lifeless weapon and you ought to be silent. I will use you, and
with my words I will overturn everything.
SOCRATES: I understand Lysias, what you are going to say and I am sure you will
win. But in this battle you will be the reason for the murder of the Truth. This is
what I do not want. I have spent my life for the Truth. It is better and more honest
for me to die and for the Truth to live, as much as it may appear bitter to others.
I respect and obey the Laws of the City, irrespective how unjust they are for me. But
why should I not defend with zeal that which I believe is superior to everything else,
the Truth? If you sought Justice from the gods will you receive it? But you will have
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the Truth sooner or later, because from it and only it, stems knowledge and from
knowledge gods are created!
LYSIAS: No one, oh Socrates, is able to ascend the ladder of your knowledge and for
this, your loss will be a great calamity. You, as the sun have enlightened and should
continue to enlighten as long as the flame is inside you.
SOCRATES: As you know the sun rises and sets. Tomorrow or the day after another
sun will rise without however eradicating the guilty, under the various suns, who try
to purify the spirit of darkness. [5]
Editor’s comments
[1] The three accusers were: Anytus, a tanner and politician; Meletus, a poet and Lycon a
professional orator. The two charges were: 1. ‘refusing to acknowledge the gods
recognised by the State and introducing new and different gods’ and 2. ‘corrupting the
youth.
[2] Lysias was a famous speech writer, orator and advocate.
[3] Aspasia was the partner and political advisor of Pericles the Athenian statesman who
built the Acropolis.
[4] Socrates served in the Athenian army as a hoplite (armored infantry); fought for Athens
during three campaigns: Potidaea, Amphipolis, and Delium; at the battle of Potidaea he
saved the life of Alcibiades. Socrates was known for his courage in battle and
fearlessness]
[5] At Socrates trial 281 out the 500 judges/jurors voted against Socrates. Afterwards, the
Athenians regretted his death and closed all gymnasiums for a period, punished his
accusers and erected his bronze statue].

2. What is the reason for our existence in life?
[Book 28: pp 86-87]

EUCLID: In a small circle, some friends were discussing many and different subjects
generally about life and were exchanging opinions of no importance. Phaedon, who
was one of Socrates’ chosen pupils, proposed that one of those present take the lead
in a discussion with the subject: life. [1]
No one was showing any interest in speaking, except a moderate wine drinker who
said the following:
- My friends, Lysias says that life gives us the ability to find on our own the way to
satisfy ourselves, and shows us how to do this without being unjust. Even if we
use falsehood to defend the Truth, which when naked strengthens immensely the
wrath of Evil which oppress us.
PHAEDON: The opinion of Lysias as he expresses it does not interest us, since he is
absent and indeed he does not specify the method of the search if he searches to
convince us of the solidity of his search. I ask your erudition. Answer me: What is
the reason for our existence in life?
SOCRATES: By us searching for the reason of life through discussion you will have
the answer you seek. And now Phaedon, I am waiting for you to develop the subject
that you have submitted to us since it interests you so much. I want to learn how
you are going to start and how you would finish. You are not lacking courage and
for this reason I hope you will not be lacking in wisdom.
5

PHAEDON: Teacher, of course I opened the subject as one who is inexperienced in
the cohesion of speech. For this reason would it not be preferable in this critical
moment for me, for you as a craftsman of speech, to take control of the discussion so
we can all concentrate on the development of the subject? If these words of mine are
sufficient, then Teacher I give my place to the one most capable of speaking.
SOCRATES: Phaedon, are you avoiding from timidity or from a weakness of
speaking? If it is due to timidity, then you have received no benefit from all my
teaching, but if it is from weakness of expressing yourself this means that you are not
sure about what you are seeking, so there is no point in placing questions to receive
answers when you do not perceive their substance.
PHAEDON: Oh Socrates do not misunderstand this action of mine, I simply wanted
to know that which I am not in position to achieve alone. The friends are waiting for
your words.
SOCRATES: If you examine life’s main forms, you will ascertain that two words
preserve it: creation and destruction. Likewise, Man creates through goodness and
destroys through wickedness. Therefore, as nature evolves likewise Man evolves. If
Man has a spirit that can be cultivated, he ought to apply himself to the idealization
of Good. This is so he can reach the point of understanding that the reason for his
existence has the aim of cultivating the spirit so that his actions can deliver
something higher for another reason much higher than that of life on Earth. Educate
yourself for a higher life that is unknown to you but that exists when Man has acute
perception and assimilates the image of the unknown within his known inner self.
Life has many stages within eternity. Life is not stationary despite the different
stages of our nature.
Every learner fashions a different type of object. With the passage of years, the
learner acquires experience of his craft, and then as a specialist, crafts objects that are
better finished than those he crafted as a learner. The same thing happens with every
man. If he understands the substance of his life, he will take care to cultivate his
inner world, conforming to his conscience, so he alone can find that the reason for his
existence in life is the perfection of his spiritual entity.
Editor’s comments
[1]
Phaedon of Elis was a Greek philosopher who was freed from slavery by Socrates and
was at his death bed when he drank the hemlock. He was 70 years old].

3. Socrates, the Truth and the hemlock
[Book 27:pp 21-22]

SOCRATES: Brother you call on me who knows nothing? If I knew Truth in its
absolute meaning I would have never appeared on Earth as a teacher, but
nevertheless I came to be taught. If again you ask what have I been taught, I will
reply that I was taught all that was sufficient for me to perceive that my wisdom lies
in knowing that I really know nothing.
Then you will ask me:
- Why oh Socrates do you converse with your daemon and take part in
conversations in the Agora and in symposia? [1]
6

- And I reply, because my friend I was not born to be idle, but as a wheel to sharpen
the knife of my spirit and to take care that it is used by one of its sides so that
intentionally or unintentionally the other side will not wound the heart of my
fellow-interlocutor.
- How, oh Socrates while you sharpen only one side the other appeared also
sharpened?
- I answer you: If I teach you the way to sharpen, you as a bad workman by
mimicking the sharpening, you would also sharpen the other side of the knife and
you will become very dangerous to society.
- A double-edged knife is a double-mouthed [2] weapon. By necessity it changes to
violence. And violence is an unlawful energy for both the law as well as and in
disobedience.
- I knew the Good from the Bad. But I was not able to differentiate when Good
harms and when Bad is beneficial. For this reason I was teaching how to search
and not how to act according to their perception. I was teaching my ignorance for
its use by the Good and not erudition for the use by Bad.

Bust of Socrates
Roman copy from Ancient Greek original – Museo Archeologico Palermo
[3]

If my audience had a conscience about the correctness of the logical word, they
would have cultivated that which is beneficial. But if they did not perceive the knock
of their conscience then the teaching was twisted at the expense of everyone. To
safeguard the Good and the Pious and to immortalize Truth I preferred the hemlock.
[4]
Editor’s comments
[1] daemon =etymologically from Latin daemon (spirit) which is derived from the ancient
Greek '-$D38 meaning: god, goddess, divine power, genius or guardian spirit. Whereas,
demon is a malevolent entity in mythology and/or occultism.
[2] means forked tongue
[3] according to Plato Socrates was stocky, had a large head, large nose and bulging eyes.
[4] hemlock was a very painful poison which paralyzes the nervous system.
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4. The slander against Socrates
[Book 28: pp 22-24]

EUCLID: At a private gathering of friends, Socrates was also present. One of those
present asked Socrates: Oh Socrates, where is your dear Alcibiades?
The wise man with his characteristic mildness replied:
SOCRATES: What is the reason for your question about something that does not
concern you? Alcibiades is free to attend the gatherings and symposia – he does not
need a guardian. My interest in Alcibiades is not as you, friend, thinks but as I
pursue it. Alas, if you had the ability of my aspirations without knowing my aim,
what would you do in my place! Your thought is bad and censurable since it is
harmful for the whole and not for the good for anyone. [1]
The robustness and the excellent intelligence of Alcibiades draw me to him, so
tomorrow I can deliver to society a man able to govern. If, of course, I can cast away
his bad tendencies this for me will be a great success. On the contrary, if I do not
succeed in this, it would be great danger for everyone. I know that my effort is pious
and useful for the country. By fighting his bad desires in a special way, I become a
closer friend and it would be easier for me to uproot what I foresee would possibly
harm him. I am not interested in perceptions. My only aim is for the benefit of his
intelligence. [2]
Intelligence is a double-edged sword if you do not know how to use it. An
intelligent person ought to be very careful about his pursuits. He should balance the
words that he utters with wisdom and partially foresee the results.
You, friend, I observe that you have no pious pursuits apart from self satisfaction,
which means indifference to all the others, as long as your wishes are carried out.
EUCLID: Suddenly at that moment Alcibiades entered.

Socrates Saves Alcibiates at the battle of Potidaea
Source: historum.com

ALCIBIADES: I see a gathering without wine, therefore there is a relative chill
existing amongst you, whereas you should be optimists and be drawn with laughter
into the mundane situation of optimism.
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What do I see? The teacher as the sun enlightening the emptiness between the dead
stars! In vain teacher do you send your enlightenment to the barren Earth. Men
prefer darkness and awake with difficulty. Do not sit idle. Who is going to bring the
wine? This liquid, a divine present gives us merriment for the revival of the
gloominess of sadness.
EUCLID: Two wine-bearers appeared offering undiluted wine whilst Alcibiades
took a place near Socrates. Indeed, within a short space of time the atmosphere
changed. Joviality, laughter and insinuations one to the other, gave a new life to
those around. Two young dancers with lively pretentiousness were dancing to the
rhythm of the music in front of the gathering, whereas Alcibiades who was admiring
the bodies of the young women, said to Socrates:
ALCIBIADES: This is where vitality and the revival of spiritual development were
hiding. You, to learn what you do not know, you distance yourself from annoying
thoughts, so those through pleasures with circumspection soothe the sadness of life.
What does my Teacher and dear Socrates have to say?
SOCRATES: Oh Alcibiades, the tongue of youth runs ahead of the spirit. Youth in
its dizziness speaks in a different way to the loquacity of some men who utter
phrases offensive to their spirit, when the spirit lacks just judgement. With your
sight many of your inclinations are satisfied and you ignore the results that often are
at your expense. I continually teach that Man’s nature is wicked in spite his
intelligence and technical excuses. During his enjoyment he destroys everything
when he does not recognise the coming danger. History abounds with examples of
men’s failed activities. Activity and intelligence are in absolute need of curbing so
that their aim is to deliver useful and pious results. Please apply yourselves to the
study of yourself, so you will not speak ill of and criticize your fellow citizens
carelessly.
Editor’s comments
[1] one of the key maxims that the ancient Hellenes lived by was: ‘a healthy mind in a healthy
body’ by the pre-Socratic Greek philosopher, Thales from Miletus (624-456 BC).
[2] Alcibiades played a major role in Athenian wars and activities as a strategic advisor,
military commander and politician. At the time he was a student and follower of Socrates.
He was the nephew of Pericles.

5. Life-Eros-Death
[27:87:89]

EUCLID: Before being taken to the cell of his unjust sentence, Socrates was amongst
his dear students conversing with them and was giving them his correct opinion so
that they would not be any doubt that could possibly overturn their opinions on the
wrong basis. In this section the word ‘eros’ has the meaning of ‘love’ and not of
passion or desire.
PLATO: Oh Socrates dearest, the whole course of Man on Earth can be summarized
according to my view with three words: Life - Eros - Death. But no human entity has
ever managed with these three words to give the precise meaning of our existence.
CRITIAS: If one does not know before hand what is going to be the end of an entity,
how oh Plato do you want him to express with certainty what he does not know? If
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the outcome of a hypothesis can be either good or bad, according to our views, not
one of us can know if the end of this hypothesis is going to be good or bad.
MENIPPOS: And this, because between the known and the unknown destiny
intervenes. Destiny is in the will of the Divine, therefore the Divine will never permit
Man, irrespective how wise he appears to be, to have the knowledge of Its secrets.
The reasons will remain unknown.
PLATO: I disagree, because then, how is it possible for some men to anticipate the
bad and convert it to good? Therefore, there must be a close collaboration between
the Divine and Man. But because the same does not happen for all, many reject this
connection and attribute this energy to other factors not connected with the Divine.
In this case, we have to accept that duality permeates everything, contrary to what
Socrates many times has stressed that duality depends on unity. That is, everything
emanates from one source.
SOCRATES: Let’s not lose our way inside different labyrinths, because in the
labyrinth of ideas no Ariadne is present to assist us find the exit. [1] Goddess Athena
only helps her favourites. For this reason we must be careful with our expressions
when we do not know all that we are supposed to know.
My friends, life has undoubtedly a high aim, which is not perceptible by our intellect.
We enjoy life because we live it. If it is perverse we suffer. The why is unknown, but
nevertheless we provide misinterpretation for it since it is tangible. Death is
something completely unknown to us. But, as dearest Plato said, a few perceive the
interpretation of this mystery because they have invisible Divine connection with the
Unknown.
But what does Divine inspiration say? It says that death is the return of the entity to
its starting point. These two unknowns – the appearance and departure of the entity
from Earth – start in different ways, as the spring and the winter, but they do not
cease to form the same unknown of Creation. Therefore, between life and death
there exists an immense distance, because death has been misinterpreted.
I, according to my humble opinion, identify these two views with the link of ‘eros’.
Therefore, life is death and death is life, because between these two meanings, eros
identifies these two gates of appearance and return, with one common gate called
‘Immortality’. And so, you will ask what is the aim of life and death? This is the big
problem. Assimilating eros in yourself, through this means, you give an answer to
your query. That is, the aim of life and death is that you do all that is essential for the
evolution of your entity. That is, by acquiring pure thoughts that you can apply in
practice. We teach this aspect for the training of the spirit and the strengthening of
the soul. Because the true rudder of the spirit is the soul. Without a rudder the spirit
wanders within the ocean of knowledge, without having a steady direction. That is
why the prudent man despite the acquired knowledge “knows that he knows
nothing”. This opinion renders him wise, humble and pious.
For the mind to help you consult your conscience and if this agrees with the spirit,
then be assured that you have received Divine inspiration.
The most difficult science, the value of which is undisputed and is priceless, lies in
the study of yourselves. He who knows himself is able to delve into the unknown
worlds of those like his, without exposing them since he is nourished by eros for the
good and pious. Find this man and shout “Eureka”. Only a man with such a nature
can solve the most complicated problems of life.
10

Not being able to discover your inner self, it is wiser to consult divine Nestor
through your conscience. [2] If even here you have difficulty, beseech Hermes to
show you the appropriate person for this. [3]
Editor’s comments CHAPTER 5
[1] Ariadne was the daughter of King Minos of Crete who helped Theseus finds his way out of
the labyrinth].
[2] Nestor the King of Pylos was considered honest and wise; he fought in the Trojan war].
[3] Hermes, Mercury in Latin, was a god of transitions and boundaries. He was quick and
cunning, and moved freely between the worlds of the mortal and divine, as emissary and
messenger of the gods]

6. Socrates at the Oracle at Delphi.
[Book 28: pp 112-114]

EUCLID: My dear ones, Socrates was not very interested in the divinations from the
Oracle at Delphi. This was because he considered the Centre as not being at one with
the expressions of its divinations. As a divine Centre he respected and honoured it,
but avoided discussing or giving an opinion on it. The wise man was saying that
since Apollo was directing the Centre then it was superfluous for him to get mixed
up in the affairs of the gods.
Some of Socrates’ friends urged him to visit the divine place of the Oracle with them
as simple visitors, so they could see closely and form their own opinion about it.
Initially the wise man resisted visiting the divine place, but at the insistence of his
friends he felt obliged to follow them. ‘I declare’, said Socrates, to his friends ‘that I
will follow you as a traveller and I am not going to discuss anything, because I do not
want to offend the faith of so many worshippers’. I respect, not only what is said in
favour of the Oracle at Delphi, but also the devotion and faith of the worshippers
who seek the help of the divine through divination.
I will not refer as to how Socrates found himself inside the Temple and how Pythia
gave him a divination. Besides, it is known that the priests at the Oracle gave
divinations with a double meaning. [1].

The priestess of the
oracle at ancient
Delphi
John Collier, 1891
Art Gallery of South
Australia
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Socrates was waiting in front of Pythia for her to speak. Under the influence of the
vapours from (burning) laurel leaves and sitting on a tripod almost semi
unconscious, Pythia asked a question and received a corresponding answer, so she
could give the divination.
SOCRATES: As the simplest of men I came with devoutness to this divine Temple to
supplicate the favour of the gods to enlighten our City even more. So the words of
the divine, together with the common perception of my fellow citizens, to
understand its meanings for the common benefit of our people.
PYTHIA: You, oh great interpreter of the word don’t you have to submit a personal
question, before you become occupied with other subjects?
SOCRATES: I have never known what it is I am seeking; therefore I do not have a
view for seeking to learn what I do not know.
PYTHIA: Then why have you appeared in front of me, since nothing interests you?
SOCRATES: Who said that I am not interested? On the contrary, I am greatly
interested in learning because I should be interested in all that I ought not. If I
assume that if something interests me, I will never learn it, why then should I be
occupied with something that I will not learn?
PYTHIA: Search inside you, for all that you have not learned, so you can learn a lot
from what you do not know and that you are trying to learn. [2]
SOCRATES: It is good for someone to be occupied with learning, even if he does not
learn that for which he is searching. The search itself of course helps you to learn
and be convinced that you have learned to recognise that you know nothing
perfectly.
PYTHIA: Therefore, you recognise your ignorance. Do not forget this, because this
will be converted into a leading light and will elevate your City. What you wanted
to know you have learned, and now it is sufficient for your fellow citizens to learn
what you have sought to learn, so through their searching to learn what they do not
know.
SOCRATES: I thank Apollo, because now I am convinced that I have learned to
recognise my learning and to confirm my ignorance.
PYTHIA: If a magnate came to me to receive a divination, he would ransom his
ignorance. But for Socrates to come to me and admit his ignorance he receives an
honorary laurel branch from the Oracle. You are worthy, oh Socrates, not only of
fame but also of the flowing and divine knowledge. Your wisdom will shine
throughout the centuries. ‘Of all the wise men, Socrates is wisest’.
- When Socrates and his friends left the divine place, they asked him what he
thought about Pythia’s divination.
SOCRATES: I am not allowed to discuss what all of you believe with devotion. But
what makes me think is the role that the priests have assumed with the two-fold
meanings of their explanations.
FRIENDS: That is, you do not believe in the divinations?
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SOCRATES: Here is the enigma of the divination: to believe or not to believe, when
dark meanings are uttered. Who is willing to give to these their real meaning, the
correct one or the wrong one?
FRIENDS: Is what Pythia said of you valid?
SOCRATES: According to her perception it is valid, according to mine I am cautious.
Since Pythia was dependent on my questions, the enigma was simple. The praises
reveal a reason; if I objected to the enigmas it would be an insult towards the divine
word of the Oracle. Therefore, I thought that the best way to avoid commentary was
to be silent. I did not come to this place to learn from Pythia what she does not know
but what she knew, even if it was obscure. I showed understanding of her divination
without expecting anything different. The double meaning does not satisfy my
conviction in that which is predestined.
When Man has a strong perception, then he is able to give a more correct divination
about his entity. From all this, I conclude that the best divination is the one by a
prudent man, who has an appropriate experience of life and who in total calmness
foresees and anticipates difficult situations through his clear perception under the
control of his conscience.
My friends, our excursion was good since we have fulfilled our divine duty.
Returning home we have enriched our ignorance, through ignorance, so we can gain
one more step on the ladder of knowledge of Faith and hope.
Editor’s comments
[1] Pythia was a priestess at Apollo's Oracle in Delphi. A believer would make a sacrifice
and present a question to a male priest. The male priest would then present the question to
Pythia. Pythia sat on a bronze tripod in the inner chamber of Apollo's temple. In this sacred
chamber the spirit of Apollo overcame Pythia and inspired the prophecy. Some traditions say
that Pythia's trance was induced by vapors from a gap below the temple or from chewing
laurel leaves. Continuing their role as middlemen, the priests would interpret Pythia's
response for the questioner.
[2] Pythia says: you can learn from both what you do not know and that you are trying to
learn].

7. Dialogue of Socrates in Pendele
[28:20-22]

EUCLID: Socrates went with some of his friends on an excursion far from the city,
near the foot of the mountain Vrillissos [1]. They started the excursion before
sunrise. When the hikers arrived at the chosen spot they were all very tired except
Socrates who felt very energetic and sat under the shade of the trees, near a creek
whose crystal waters refreshed and reinvigorated the hikers who were greedily
breathing the fresh air of nature. After they rested and were enchanted by the
beautiful scenery one of the fellow hikers asked Socrates whether the existence and
disappearance of Atlantis was true. [2]
SOCRATES: I saw nothing therefore I am not able to tell you what I do not know.
However, much has been said about Atlantis by reliable people who have visited
Egypt, but my friends what attracted my attention is the admission of Cleisthenes
who was initiated into the mysteries of the mystics there, and for many years he was
taught by an old mystic of what civilisations the Atlantean people had developed. [3]
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MELEAGROS: Oh Socrates, did these people have some connection with us? I heard
something like this being said, but how can anyone be able to verify the Truth?
SOCRATES: I do not believe that during that period our land was inhabited as it is
today. For the old mystics to refer to this, undoubtedly they admit the superiority of
the Atlanteans. It is said, that the Hellenes are their pure descendants. This means
that they know a lot that, I suppose, they have suppressed because of their ethnic
prestige. They considered it advisable to reduce the brightness of the Greek people,
taking all the credit for themselves. The little information that has leaked into our
perception, who knows under what circumstances and total secrecy they were
spoken of. It is sufficient that we are descendants of people that reached so high, but
unfortunately they destroyed everything that they created. That is why I advise that
with all the knowledge that someone has acquired that he not be arrogant, but
despite his progress consider himself as unwise, and this is because he knows that
knowledge is never ending. All this means is that an Unknown Power that
permeates the Universe destroys the arrogance of those who consider themselves
equal to the Power that has created them. The big mistake of the wise men of
Atlantis was to overvalue their worth and forget that they were, despite all their
knowledge, simple men since they did not manage to eliminate death. [4]

Parthenon on the Acropolis

MELEAGROS: Oh Socrates, were the Atlanteans so advanced?
SOCRATES: From all that has been rumoured, it seems, that on one side they were
rising in their technical civilisation and on the other were descending in their inner
civilisation. I conclude that when the earthly knowledge exceeds its limit and does
not balance with the Divine Enlightenment of transcendental breath, when that
occurs the entity loses control of its spiritual balance. But my friends, because we are
interested in things that we do not know and we do not concentrate on what we
know, so we can achieve the best, by repelling every false development that easily
can lead us to the abyss.
PROKLOS: How is it possible for us to follow the correct direction when we do not
know the difference between the correct one and the incorrect one? Oh Socrates,
most of the citizens do not have pious daemons to enable them to perceive their
mistakes.
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SOCRATES: My friends, if you wait to acquire experience from the errors you have
committed, it is not impossible for you to fall into major sins since you are guided by
your egoism. That is why I advise you that with good will and a small amount of
effort, you apply yourselves to the study of yourself. I do not say that with this
method you are going to succeed directly, but by doing this exercise daily you will
cultivate your inner world so that in time you will be able to acquire a guide worthy
of your trust and be able to distance yourself from the wicked nature that tempts you
by various means, but will never to lead you to correctness.
The Atlanteans lost their inner guide that is why they fell of their own accord into the
abyss of the irreparable unknown.
Editor’s comments
[1] today it is called mountain Pendele – from where all the marble for the Acropolis and
Parthenon was sourced.
[2] Atlantis was one of the larger continents of the world. It was named Atlantis because it
was closer to the Atlantic Ocean than the Mediterranean Sea. Atlantic (Ἀ5"-85$#3)) Ocean
was considered as the sea of Atlas. Ocean from the Greek Ὠ#1-8ὸ). It started from the
shores of the Mediterranean where the first ramparts of Atlantis were. The country and main
cities were at the centre of todays Sahara – See Book 4].
[3] Cleisthenes was a noble Athenian credited with reforming the constitution of Athens and
establishing the foundations of democracy].
[4] from other Divine texts: Atlantis indeed existed some 20,000 years ago and reached an
unimaginable fame but because of unmentionable debauchery and loosening of its inhabitants’
ethics together with the very dangerous egoism of its scientists who had succeeded in splitting
the atom at an incomparably greater level than today (and were preparing for the atomic split
of the split) it attracted the Wrath of the Creator. God, confronted with the dissolution of
planet Earth (which He created for other reasons) decided on the total destruction of this
country so that it would not be possible for any traces of this unsurpassed civilisation to exist
– Book 4].

8. Socrates and Xanthippe
[Book 27: pp 41-43]

EUCLID: I will speak of an image of the family life of the great Socrates. His wife
Xanthippe was an unusual type. As an entity she was plain and unable to perceive
the mission of the wise man. She had the impression that Socrates ignored her
completely, not being interested in his household but only in the education of
society, ignoring the wellbeing of his family centre. [1]

Alcibiades and Xenophon
From Raphael’s “The School of Athens”
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Xanthippe was jealous when she compared her life with that of the elite of the city.
This situation was affecting her so she was over-sensitive and for the slightest reason
tried to blame her husband for them lagging behind and for her never having had the
opportunity to live more comfortably and be more esteemed as a lady of her period.
XANTHIPPE: Are you leaving again for the Agora? Does your house not please you
and you seek pleasure from all the strangers and the ungrateful? What is it that
pushes you to cross the streets and the centers and be pinned down at symposia?
SOCRATES: It is the discussion and the search. This is because no one in my house is
able to understand what I say and the way that I search.
XANTHIPPE: You acquire admirers and your words have the aim of enslaving the
female gender. Why don’t you better confess that you are looking for a lover?
SOCRATES: You are right. The only permanent and beloved lover for me is Truth
and that is what I seek. When I approach to capture her, as an eel she slips away
from my hands and disappears. This is what torments me more than anything else
in life.
XANTHIPPE: And you are still seeking what you cannot capture, ignoring your
house. And you call this wisdom, when valuable time is spent in trying to capture
clouds?
SOCRATES: The clouds contract and refresh the earth and Man. In other words, in
their way they extend life.
After Socrates’ words, Xanthippe was even more agitated. She grabbed a pan full of
water and tipped it over his head thoroughly wetting him from head to toe, saying:
XANTHIPPE: You sought relief, and now you are soaked as a withering plant so
you can awake from the sleep of your wisdom.

Xantippe from Guillaume Rouille’s Promptuarii Iconum Insigniorum

Socrates, totally calm and laughing at his wife’s unexpected rage, said to her:
SOCRATES: You have done well. After the tempest the mind wakes up so the
reinvigorating rays of the sun can warm it. I depart so I am not responsible for
flaring up your wrath and becoming the reason for Zeus, who detests and punishes
injustice, sending you a thunderbolt.
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XANTHIPPE: Be assured that Zeus is not interested in me. He does not have
enough time to waste away from the warm embrace of his concubines.
SOCRATES: Then I’ll wait until the wind can disperse the clouds of your wrath and
Apollo can warm your heart so that your brain can be enlightened and be calm as is
proper for the wife of Socrates.
XANTHIPPE: Do not be late. I will wait for you.
SOCRATES: I will reappear on my path.
Editor’s comments
[1] Xanthippe from an elite Athenian family married Socrates some 40 years her senior.
They had three sons. Xenophon, one of Socrates’ students wrote about Xanthippe.

9. Socrates about Plato
[Book 27: pp 33-34]

EUCLID: One day Socrates was returning from a meeting that he had had at the
house of an Athenian nobleman. On the way he was approached by three young
men who were regular followers of his talks in the Agora: Lefkon, Aritos, and Milon.
- Where are you heading, oh Socrates, said Lefkon.
- To the house of tempest so that after it stops, I can enjoy the sun of spiritual
calmness replied Socrates.
- Teacher there is a way to avoid the tempest, in this place, said Aritos and he
indicated with his finger a peaceful corner where a huge oak tree with its canopy
formed a cover over their heads.
- Let us sit here, added Milon and let us forget the tempests that only cause
disturbance in our thoughts and let the sun of peace and spirit rise inside us.
SOCRATES: I listen to your suggestions. The tempest not finding resistance will go
by unnoticed and the night will numb her wrath.
MILON: Oh Socrates, we have certain queries about metempsychosis. Dear Plato
says in your words that if I am very diligent in my work, after death returning to life,
I could incarnate as a bee and, according to my psychic abilities, I will transform into
a different animal. I thought, how is it possible from being a logical entity to be
transformed into a non logical? Based on what natural law is it possible for a
superior entity to return as a lower one? When nature, as you teach, is an endless
development for the entities of which Man is the most perfect, how is it possible for
gold to be converted into copper? This is our query.
SOCRATES: Your observations my friends are very just. Plato has expressed my
words about metempsychosis incorrectly. I also have heard others dispute this idea,
but I have never thought about metempsychosis the way it was expressed. How was
it possible for me to accept something that possibly can create doubt, since we do not
know what we have in front of our eyes? Plato is good and an excellent friend, but
for me Truth is my best friend.
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LEFKON: Why oh Socrates do you not mention this point in front of dear Plato?
SOCRATES: And humiliate him? Never. He will become aware of his error by
himself and will correct it.
ARITOS: And if he does not?
SOCRATES: Why should I criticize a good artist for one mistake, when the art of his
words has rendered so much? Why should we enjoy much that is good and pious
that the gods are offering, and bear a grudge against those that have not fulfilled one
small wish of ours? Who knows the reason? If you find someone who is able to
know the essence of a meaning, elect him as a superior entity.

10. Socrates and the animals
[Book 27: pp 45-46]

EUCLID: Socrates was asked by Amanta, the son of Araton from Samos, if he truly
loved animals, and he replied as follows:
SOCRATES: My friend, if you do not love animals your question is irrelevant. But, if
you love animals you should show your love by respecting them as entities with a
soul. Therefore, from your premise to find out if I love them or not means that you
are indifferent towards animals.
AMANTAS: True, oh Socrates, why should I hide the Truth. For me they are entities
of a lower level and it is pointless for someone to dissipate his mind thinking about
whether they are worthy or otherwise of such attention.
SOCRATES: And you, oh Amanta think yourself superior to them?
AMANTAS: Of course, since my logic dictates it.
SOCRATES: And who told you, that logic is everything that is correct when part of it
twists the Truth?
AMANTAS: Then teacher why do you praise logic as the correctness of the Logos
(Word)?
SOCRATES: I praise logic that stems from the Truth and not the logic that stems
from falsehood, so that through its apparent Truth it embroils the ignorant in the
wheel of subjectivity.
AMANTAS: Therefore Socrates, you are interested in all kinds of animals
irrespective if they are good, vicious or harmful!
SOCRATES: My friend, if I had to turn away from that which is malicious and
harmful, then I would have to distance myself first from Man as being the most
cunning and harmful animal on Earth. But I live and associate with people, trying to
tame their bad instincts and show them the correct path for their own benefit and for
the benefit of the society in which they live.
Through patience and pliable methods you are able to tame the animals and
domesticate them. But you are not easily able to investigate the dark abyss of Man
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and subdue the fickle centers of his evil spirit. You undervalue the animals because
they do not have a spirit like Man but they do have such an intelligence and love that
men do not have towards other men. How can I not love the animals, whose
devotion encompasses their gratitude towards Man? Indifference towards them is an
indication of the superficial thought of Man who does not have goodness developed
in his brain and his heart. [1]
Editor’s comments
[1] When humans sporadically inhabited Earth as entities they did not differ much from
animals. At that time the beasts in the forests and in the sea were colossi unrefined by the
influence of time. The various people in groups cohabitated in groups without barriers to
their cravings that were not very different from those of animals that lived in this vast land.
All the men were considered the fathers of all children because they did not differentiate one
from another – See Monograph 2.

11. Crito(n) advises Socrates to be initiated in the mysteries
[Book 27: pp 50-52]

EUCLID: At a meeting, some friends of Socrates headed by Criton were trying to
convince him to be initiated in the Eleusinian Mysteries for the following reasons: [1]
CRITON: Why oh Socrates do you refuse to be initiated in the Great Mysteries, when
you know that amongst the initiates belong persons with immense power that will be
in a position, if you need them, to defend Justice condemning injustice as corrupting
the existence of Man. Why do you insist on being distant from the strength of this
guard and being exposed to danger when you have means of being defended by
those sitting on high? What is it that dissuades you from becoming a member of this
strong organisation? Maybe you disagree with what you do not know? [2]
PLATO: For Socrates not to want to be initiated in the Mysteries, there surely must
be a reason that he may not want to announce. Possibly his daemon hinders him
without he himself knowing the reason, but more probably he knows the reason, but
refuses to give an explanation being prevented from confiding by his daemon. Who
knows the reason!

Plato’s image from Raphael’s : The School of Athens
(painted by Raphael in the image of Leonardo da Vinci)
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LYSISTRATOS: The Sun does not enlighten when we want it to, but when the time
comes for it to enlighten us it does so.
CRITON: Correct. The Sun is a heavenly phenomenon and Socrates an earthly one.
The Sun does not converse with us whereas Socrates is born here so we are able to
converse with him. Silence is an arbitrary right. No one who knows more has the
right to disturb the silence of he who knows about the Logos. Let silence be the
judge of our reasons.
SOCRATES: My dear friends, those that are far away from my way of thinking it
follows that their thoughts do not agree with my own undefined ones. You all know
that the rays of the Sun have beneficial properties for our earthly life. Therefore if the
Sun was placed inside a hermetically closed box then the earth would not benefit
from its beneficial strength. In this case the Sun has no value for me. The Eleusinian
Mysteries for me are the Sun enclosed in a box. When Truth is not proclaimed then
falsehood is triumphant and the myth deceives the illusion at the expense of the
Truth and Justice. Therefore, as the rays of the Sun are beneficial, similarly the rays
of Truth enlighten the spirit in favour of the correct and good. Do not expect
enlightenment from a lighthouse without rays. I do not know, nor do I speak harshly
against the Eleusinian Mysteries. Simply I cannot tolerate the light to be enjoyed by
the few, as though these were the ones chosen by the gods and the other people
including me, would be the outcasts of fate. Divinity is not unjust. But Man is
unjust. This is why he is tested continuously for his guilt. Closed centers with closed
knowledge are dark for the spiritual development of their members. Truth as the
knowledge of what is correct, freely praises Justice.
Editor’s comments
[1] Eleusinian Mysteries were the most famous and secret religious rites of Ancient Greece.
These were held to be of the greatest importance. It is acknowledged that their basis was an old
agrarian cult which probably goes back to c.1600–1100 BC. It is believed that the cult of
Demeter was established in 1500 BC – Demeter was the goddess of harvest, presiding over
grains and fertility on Earth.
[2] Crito(n) was a close friend and a very wealthy Athenian who wanted to finance Socrates’
escape. This was something that Socrates refused saying that injustice cannot be answered
with injustice .

12. Socrates teaches that the correct thought and an iron will, will lead
to the Light of Knowledge
[Book 27: pp 39-41]

EUCLID: In the middle of a large and diverse crowd Socrates with simple phrases
was trying to show his audience the great significance of ‘to think’.
SOCRATES: You have feet to move and to go from one place to another; you have
hands to work and to help yourself with the essential of your life. You have a mind,
if this works normally, to guide correctly. My friends, the mind is the rudder of our
entire important mechanism. For this reason we ought to turn all our attention to the
maintenance of our body that nature has lent us, to traverse the unknown ocean of
our life. The mind is the command post of our vessel. For this reason the mechanism
of the mind is delicate and it needs to be censured.
I therefore recommend to everyone at least once a day to self-concentrate. With your
will expel from your brain all the troublesome and desirable thoughts and ask
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yourself who you are and for what reason were you born and which path you should
follow: of knowledge or of ignorance.
When I say ‘knowledge’ I do not mean the knowledge that Man acquires from his
current life, but from the unknown that is captured by the developed conscience that
enlightens and directs Man through correctness to his destiny.
If you are not able to do this then turn to a neighbour who is in a position to direct
you through the correct and logical word.
The path to ‘ignorance’ leads you towards the abyss. It dissolves all your inner
virtues and draws from your life experience gained according to your wishes,
without the man being aware that the experience of life is a dangerous weapon when
he benefits from it ignoring Divine Love for the creation of the useful and pious.
My friends, if every man took advantage of experience, today I would not be who I
am, that is, the mediator of your enlightenment. I am the simple means, whose
dynamism does not belong to me, since I am passing it on, to repel ignorance from
intervening and completing its work of destruction.
These words that I say in front of you, firstly they teach me and with me you are also
taught. I try to force myself to apply all that I teach. But do you have the will to
apply that which you are being taught?
As an individual I know nothing that is true, but I have ears to hear and a tongue to
proclaim everything that my daemon dictates to me. I help all those who are in need
of my help without considering myself to be knowledgeable but an inspirer of the
teaching. I am the particle from which you receive the seed to cultivate and from its
fruit to inspire knowledge as the light of your existence. I show you the correct path
and you decide whether to follow it or not. I cannot force any one when you have
free will. But I predict the catastrophe from the wrong direction, so that you do not
repent without purpose since you have time to avoid evil.
- Oh Socrates, said one from the many, how will we be enlightened when we are not
torches and neither do we know how to derive the necessary light?
SOCRATES: It is sufficient that you have an iron will and a spark inside you that
will spread the light of knowledge as a fire. Hope for the ‘know thyself’. [1]
Editor’s comments
[1] ‘know thyself’ is The Greek aphorism "Know yourself" was inscribed in the forecourt of
the Temple of Apollo at Delphi. The saying refers to the ideal of understanding human
behavior, morals, and thought, because ultimately to understand oneself is to understand
other humans as well. However, the ancient Greek philosophers thought that no man could
ever comprehend the human spirit and thought thoroughly, so it would have been almost
inconceivable to know oneself fully].

13. Socrates gives an example
[Book 27: pp 56-57]

EUCLID: Socrates was talking for a long time about a subject which had been
submitted to him by someone in the audience that was surrounding him. Finally, the
wise man showed everyone a cane that he was holding in his hands and said:
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SOCRATES: If I hold this cane on my shoulders and walk it is possible as I walk to
slip and hurt myself. But if I hold the cane as a weapon for my defense it is possible
that I may cause anxiety to others along my path and my friends to avoid me, and
my enemies to be ready to attack me. Finally, if I use the cane as a guide for my steps
then I organise my path with safety and no one has anything to say about me.
The cane that I have mentioned is the woman by the side of a man. If you place her
on your shoulders she will direct you without a direction and it is possible to slip
irreparably. If she becomes a companion of your strength then you will have more
enemies than what you have now. But if you use her in the middle of family security
then walk without fears. You have her as a companion and as a guide of your steps.
One perfidious listener wanting to degrade Socrates asked him in which category
does his wife Xanthippe belong. And he with the calmness and gentleness that
characterized him replied.
SOCRATES: My wife, friend, constitutes an exception to the rule. She adapts to the
laws of nature. Sometimes she is transformed into rain and at other times as the sun,
so she can balance the weather conditions.

14. Geometry as a means to exercise the mind
[Book 28: pp 30-32]
EUCLID: According to his habit Socrates was conversing or was teaching in the
Agora. One of the many listeners addressing the wise man asked: Why oh Socrates
does the pleasant Plato not accept at his teachings those who are not able to follow
geometry? What is its connection with philosophical learning?
SOCRATES: My dear friends when a listener does not have a sharp perception to
follow the meaning of what is being taught, it is pointless to follow a teacher who is
seeking from his audience an open mind (spirit) with profound desire to delve into
his philosophical meanings. Therefore to exercise the listener in geometry greatly
facilitates his mind so the listener is taught to be able to enter into the meanings of
philosophical understanding.
ANOTHER LISTENER: Therefore, oh Socrates, how is it possible for the mind to
enter into an uncorrelated field of knowledge that is philosophy, through
geometrical shapes
SOCRATES: I will give you a very simple example. When the mind is not
sufficiently cultivated you need to sharpen it so you can acquire perception and
development in the understanding of the words.
I draw a straight line marked with two letters, A and B. This straight line has a
specific length. I extend the ends to infinity and this is so that the operative can
appreciate that within infinity we take a specific position A B. Draw a semi-circle
around A and B. Mark the centre of the semi-circle or hemisphere with the letter o.
The rays in pairs, that I draw inside the semi-circle symbolize Divine Knowledge,
necessary for earthly life until the enclosure, from there we extend the rays to infinity
that is, the knowledge beyond earthly life, which is not necessary for entities of
human understanding, because, as I mentioned at another time, these are not easily
captured from infinity, since its application is difficult during the earthly life.
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According to the harmonic plan of the Highest Authority, the rays of the semi-circle
are a pair of attraction and repulsion, so ‘the measure’ can arrange harmony when
the earthly entity walks in the middle road, that is, to its correct destination with the
Light of Enlightenment from the supernatural world, that is called perceptive
comprehension. If Man does not have this attribute of thinking correctly from birth,
then in this situation he is easily led by everything that is desirable and pleasant,
ignoring whether this or that favours the purpose of his destination.
Therefore, Man ought to sharpen his mind and not deviate from the middle road, the
measure. This is why through geometry the mind is helped to develop, to think
correctly and to distinguish the appropriate central path for the judgement of actions.
[1]
The meaning of geometrical problems is abstract in their conception but specific in
practice. For this reason Plato demanded from his students that they exercise their
mind with geometric shapes. At first sight, one thinks that there is no connection
between geometry and philosophy, but the one complements the other for the
sharpening of the mind.
As you can understand I always teach in open spaces, but how many of you will
successfully delve into the depths of the meanings of the Word (Logos)? However,
by practicing geometry you will more easily understand its usefulness in
understanding the meanings, that these constitute the invisible molecules of the
essence of the Logos (Word).
Editor’s comments
[1] One of the ancient Greek aphorisms was: ‘everything within a measure’ and was desirable
from every man for all his actions i.e. everything in equal balance, or know the limits.

15. Why Socrates did not leave a written word
[27:57-58]

EUCLID: Once they asked the wise Socrates, why does he not apply himself to the
written word so this way he can contribute more in his authentic opinion and also
this way he can give a different colouring for grasping the Truth. The wise man
smiled and afterwards gave the following answer:
SOCRATES: My friend, it is good for someone to know everything that he wishes to
know. But it is better that he does what he ought to do and best of all to be quiet
about all that he does not know, and all that he does, he does according to his
conscience.
Since there are men who are interested in what I search for and they can write my
thoughts and my queries I consider it unnecessary to occupy myself in detail with
checking the written word. I am not the one who is going to check if one expresses
his opinions with correctness and Justice.
My friends, do you think that I master the essence of Truth? Of course, I am guided
by an inner strength that must be the link to the luminous Truth, and as a blind
person I receive the light from it so as a conscious worker and seeker of the Good and
pious I follow the steps according to the direction of my inner voice.
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I am not in the least interested in temporary glory, but in eternal Truth that hides the
reason for the Creation for everything. And because I know of nothing that exists
with certainty, I am continuously searching, looking for the Fountain of Knowledge
to learn that which I do not know.
The conclusion to all that I say is death. This dark mystery converts into the Light of
Knowledge, through which is revealed the hidden life.
- How oh Socrates do you conclude that death is a new life?
SOCRATES: Through the means of unexplained metaphysical phenomena and
dreams that from the confined perception of Man only create conjecture.
- Teacher, since these phenomena remain unexplained in our perception how is it
possible to explain them through death?
SOCRATES: Because according to the natural law each phase also has its other side.
You live with your senses and you enjoy the good and you tolerate the bad as a
dream of life. But when you abandon your senses, you are transposed to the
embrace of death in the ethereal life. And since it appears as an apparition in the
sight of men, it is not possible for this sight to be a product of their imagination, since
they had nothing in their minds about the person who died. Besides, this
confirmation of life beyond death I have from my inner world. Therefore death is a
small episode in our traverse, for the development of the spirit and fulfillment of our
sacred duties for ourselves.
I die so I can live, rejecting matter, abolishing personal interests and by acquiring
pure Enlightenment from the true knowledge of Creation. If all these things are not
valid then the meaning of life on Earth is nullified and the mind is useful for nothing.
Despite all this, the mind develops, as does life from death to immortality. [1]
Editor’s comments
[1] without writing a single word he had a major influence on the philosophy of this earth.

16. Plato – Socrates
[Book 27: pp 92-93]

EUCLID transmitted this text:
PLATO: Oh Socrates, let us assume that Man is born with bad and good instincts.
According to your respected opinion how is some one able to get rid of the bad
instincts and to fill himself inside with only with the good? Because I have noticed
the bad instincts prevail substantially over the good in most men. And only a small
percentage is able to get rid of the bad instinct.
My dearest one, this thought leads me to be convinced that it is nature that influences
and strengthens the bad intentions of Man’s instinct, with a tendency towards the
unscrupulous and harm of his fellow men. In this case it is nature that we exalt so
much that is responsible. I wonder for what reason does nature adversely influence
Man? For what reason do we admire nature as a perfect creation of an Authority
when it acts on men so badly? Maybe, badness is the necessary weapon of nature to
awaken the mind? And if this is the case, why does the mind become sharpened still
more at the achievements that have a tendency towards badness?
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SOCRATES: A teacher, who does he normally teach?
PLATO: His followers or his students.
SOCRATES: Therefore the teacher cultivates the knowledge of many. From this we
conclude that the many have the need of the teaching from the one, to be educated
and acquire an opinion that is good and pious.
PLATO: That is what I believe.
SOCRATES: If most men, as you said, are inclined towards badness under nature’s
influence, the few, who do good and who are pious, are they not also under the
influence of nature?
PLATO: This is what I think.
SOCRATES: These few are teachers and the many are followers or students. It is
certain that from all who are taught a small number become teachers. These few, as
favoured by nature, carry out duties of high ideals and they face badness at its birth,
that is, inside the circle of many to balance the social influences. If one of the two
images is missing, either the bad or the good, then there would not be a distinction,
comparison and decision about choice. If we assume that most men are on the side
of badness, this is not a reason to worry because nature takes care of the coming
badness and confronts it by its teachings. Because without them, there would not be
a society and conscience would be completely missing from the badly developed
mind. The mind that is connected and collaborates with the conscience has
conviction and leads humanity to the great-predestined achievements of life. These
achievements, dear friend Plato, are not related to how one can best and more
comfortably live life, but how to confront difficulties, by enriching ones knowledge
of the farther Divine aim of Creation. Nature balances everything since it is from
ignorance that we enter into learning. In darkness we ought to create light. Exiting
from the darkness we enter into goodness. Toil, fatigue and the difficulties of life
have the meaning of that which is bad. Therefore, we strive exerting energy to
acquire that which is good. Those really battling with their conscience are few.
These few will overcome the many and therefore the ‘Not in the many the best’ is
verified. [1]
Editor’s comments
[1] this ancient etymology continues with …. but in the few the most.

17. The Truth is Divine
[Book 27: pp31]

Note: During a séance the medium asked the spirit, I am referring to Socrates, to talk
to him about his life and he said the following:
SOCRATES: My friend, do you know if I Socrates has ever self-congratulated?
Others dictated images from my life. When I was on the earthly world I wrote
nothing, so why should I dictate from Heaven about things that relate to me? Plato
had his reasons for immortalizing his work. You, with the help of brother Euclid, are
able to enlighten even more the difficult parts of my talks and the mistakes that
brother Plato made.
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My friend, no man is in a position to know the Truth and in what way it is useful for
his life. Until the end of my life, through research, I was seeking it and even though I
was certain that I had discovered it, at that point I was deceived, because I found
new ways for its discovery. Since it was not revealed, I perceived, that it is Divine
and only through Divine means is it possible to approach it.
Brother Euclid will inform you of all that you seek.

18. Plato – Crito(n) – Socrates
[Book 28: pp 57-59]

EUCLID: This dialogue took place between Plato, Criton and Socrates for the
clarification of Plato’s view of the Highest Authority, as Socrates was proclaiming it.
PLATO: My friends, as you know I avoid touching on the Supreme Authority that
governs the Universe in my written word, not because I do not embrace It and do not
accept It as the enlightening thought of excellent Socrates who thinks with such
correctness. But from expediency, I prefer not to come into conflict with the City that
in its usual way is able to accuse me with the charge that I try to import new demonic
authorities. Then as the author, finding myself vulnerable, it would not be easy for
me to express my most important enlightening teachings.
Superficially, I follow a different way of teaching without distancing myself from the
central idea of my great friend Socrates. It is not possible to oppose conflicting
beliefs at the expense of what I profess.
CRITON: My dearest friend Socrates, as I understand it, Plato indirectly leads us to
understand that there exists the one and only Unknown Authority, perceptible when
the conscience of the entity is so cultivated, it can come into direct contact with the
Divine. That is, whether one follows the Socratic view or the other view, which is
already rooted within the people, it is one and the same in the two cases, since both
end in Faith.
Therefore it is Faith that acts upon the human entities directly or indirectly. In my
opinion there is no relation between images and who governs the Universe. The
most essential is that all have a common source.

Johann Friedrich Greuter: ‘Socrates and His Students’; 17th century
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
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PLATO: My friend Criton, everything is relative, since they all start and end at the
one undefined point. But if one side of the views, according to us is true, it will
create doubt in many. For this I believe, that irrespective how apparently true the
wrong side seems to be, I ought to pluck the chords of harmony so I can gain the
trust of my audience, and then entering indirectly into the deeper meanings of the
Word, for those of course who have a mathematical perception, to accept that which
is correct consciously and distancing themselves from the established falsehood.
CRITON: In this case I do not see you travelling directly towards the Truth. You
support the usual false ethos and customs to gain followers from which very few will
be able to understand your goal, the others will be in the clouds of their spiritual
confusion. It is not possible to achieve the same aim that you seek with two different
weapons, since one weapon is not direct and the other causes surprise. Plato, your
words are tempting and enthusiastic but you need to reveal your real goal.
Socrates who was listening calmly to the two fellow conversants said:
SOCRATES: Dear Criton, Plato’s real reason, is to gain the favour of his audience
through his words so that his teaching will be acceptable to all.
I noticed that both of you are both right and wrong. On one hand Plato is mainly
interested in the way he expresses his words. On the other hand Criton is interested
in the direct understanding of the reason. I do not want to interfere with the method
of your actions. You are free according to your perception to use the words and
phrases, as you know them. My own opinion is that you should transmit the word
with roots that produce results. Do not occupy yourselves with the manner of my
expression, because this opposes everything that is false and anything that harms the
whole. According to my idiosyncrasy I am unable to teach the Truth in the mist of
apparent Truth, because then I regress. Truth is not to the advantage of the
opportunists, the materialists and all kinds of the mischievous, even if they hold high
positions in society. It is possible that these men accuse me from the bad action of
their mind. I, my friends, will not deviate from the direction I have taken.
Continuously I search the never ending road to the Truth, confirming that on my
path I discover many and unknown gifts of the spirit.
Do not use me as your example, so you won’t place your life at risk. It is sufficient
that you develop your spirit to capture the high ideas and search within the
framework of Goodness and Piety for the meaning of beauty not in shape but in its
essence.
My friends, there is no reason for discussing that with the aim of having some
agreement. In the reality of earthly life, you are searching aimlessly to find the
coincidence of the pleasure of one with the pleasure of another. The infinite worlds
are different as are men. Only the actions of the good and the pious coincide by the
axis of the spirit, when this is in rectitude. The function of a well-meaning spirit is
susceptible to moral teachings and will apply in practice the Divine command for its
destiny.
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19. Conversation: Socrates and Polykl(e)itos in Ph(e)idias’ studio
[Book 27: pp 48-50]

EUCLID: At the time when Socrates was working in the studio of the great sculptor
Pheidias, whilst he was carefully chiselling his work, his mind was far away from the
place and time.
POLYKLEITOS: Socrates, why are you absent-minded when you render physical
beauty? What occupies you so much that I assume you are working not as Socrates
but as a stranger to yourself? [1]
SOCRATES: Friend Polykleitos, I am trying by imitation to create something elegant,
architectural and beautiful, but without soul. And I wonder, what does this
contribute to the improvement of Man, when, through fine arts in no way do I tame
Man’s wicked nature?
POLYKLEITOS: And how, oh Socrates, do you think it is possible to tame all that is
wicked in Man’s nature?
SOCRATES: Through persuasion and by training he will acquire will by habit.
POLYKLEITOS: Maybe through admiration of illustrated representation, Man is
unable to perceive the teaching of the supernatural, his duty and his debt?
SOCRATES: In this case dear Polykleitos the gods would have created men as soul
less statues to delight the sight and embitter their heart.
POLYKLEITOS: In your opinion, what is it that gives life to our surroundings?
SOCRATES: Movement.
POLYKLEITOS: Is sculpture not movement?
SOCRATES: Figuratively. The inspiration of movement does not have limits on all
the horizons.
POLYKLEITOS: And what is this movement?

Wounded Amazon by Polykleitos
Musei Capitolini, Roma
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SOCRATES: You want to say that it is the inspiration of the movement that
revitalizes space and time. This power is only of the word. The word gives beauty to
ugliness, attraction to a human entity, life to our surrounding world. Comfort,
animation, courage, education, variety of expression, in short, everything in life. If
the gods did not speak, the word would not have meaning and everything that has
no meaning delivers, neither Good, nor Piety, nor Beauty.
At that instant the beautiful Danae appeared in front of the two men and offered
them a cup of refreshing water. Taking advantage of her presence, Socrates said to
Polykleitos:
SOCRATES: If I ask you to choose between Danae and her cast, which one would
you choose? The entity who is alive or the cold cast? The living voice or silence?
The moving life or the crystalized death? The Word or the deathly abyss?
POLYKLEITOS: As you place things, of course I am going prefer life to death.
SOCRATES: Therefore the Word comes first in Life and Death, because it is the
Creator of all nature.
POLYKLEITOS: Oh Socrates, I understand that sculpture is an excellent art but it
does not do you justice. Inside you, you are hiding a sun needed by the citizens of
the City.
SOCRATES: The sun will rise at its sunset! So all can understand that it is the
warmth of love that enlightens and not the ice of darkness.
Editor’s comments
[1] Polykleitos was a 4th century sculptor primarily of bronze statues and considered
as one of the three most important sculptors of antiquity.

20. One is the Authority for All
[Book 27: pp 105-108]

ARISTOMOS: … I do not want to contradict the view that speech ought to be free, so
the speaker can express his views as he understands them, even if they refer to the
powers that permeate everything. But these views most of the time are purely
conjecture that are created by Man’s imagination. That is why, while one attributes
a special physical energy to god A, another attributes the same energy to god B. Of
course, irrespective whatever is the energy, it is really Divine. But I do not know
from where they stem, since such infinite energies exercise relief or pressure on the
human entities. We have no special enlightenment on this point to express a view
about the correctness of our inspiration.
SOCRATES: Aristomos, what position do the (logical) will and the judgement hold
in this case? Maybe with observation and the correct placement of meanings, is it not
possible to achieve the correct judgement?
ARCHELAUS: If your judgement, oh Socrates, is different from mine, then is it
necessary for me to accept another judgement? Not knowing these undefined
energies and their aim, I reject your directions, if I do not have tangible proof of the
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correct word. And since no one is able to tell me, even something small about the
Truth of what we are seeking, I am satisfied with the world around me as I do not
know that another such world exists. Studying matter, which contains elements
unknown to us, through search we will discover more and more branches of matter.
When Man is able to analyse this matter in all its morphs, I am of the opinion that
from this work something good will result that is in favour of our spiritual progress.
It is possible that matter will assist more of our work, so after matter, which is
specific, we will occupy ourselves with the antimatter of the invisible world, if of
course this exists. [1]
MEKON: When we work only with matter, it is impossible for us to keep away from
it, since we have the impression that everything is only material. Whereas, as
Socrates says, inside our entity there exists an unknown world by far more superior
to our external one if we want to cultivate it. It is impossible for thought,
intelligence, and will to work when the Divine push (soul) is missing from the entity.
To work, the mind as a mechanical device has a need of the Divine ray. Why should
we not turn our attention towards the prime mover of our entire body? I totally agree
with Socrates’ views. He places propriety in its correct position.
SOCRATES: We do not force any one to follow a path that he ignores, maybe due to
lack of understanding of the deeper aim of Creation. If there were no contradictions,
it would be impossible for us to search for the aim of Creation. I do not refute your
opinions, but I am not convinced at first sight by indications, that do not have a base
for extending the discussion on subjects that concern the general good.
ARISTOMOS: In that case oh Socrates, how will we be able to acquire through
wisdom the path that leads towards the Boulevard of Light? If I am not mistaken we
seek the common Fountain of everything. How is it possible to find it?
SOCRATES: We know nothing with certainty, when through abstract thought we
are unable to find the way that would lead us to the starting point of our aim. There,
our efforts will produce results equivalent to beyond the life’s knowledge.
Every family has or has it not its leader? All the heads of families don’t they form
part of the City? All local authorities do they or do they not have a governor?
Therefore climbing the hierarchy we reach the overall Leader. The same occurs in
the worlds of Creation with the difference that the world of matter is imperfect,
whereas the worlds of Creation have mathematical precision for their movement and
harmony.
Clusters of such worlds belong to one authority, these authorities belong to a higher
one, until we reach the One, the Unknown Authority, the Unchangeable, which rules
everything. But not knowing how to specify It, just does not mean that It does not
exist, because our deep search does not have the capability to reach beyond the
earthly life, to the new and unattainable invisible world.
You will ask: ‘how do I conclude this?’
Through the observation of various phenomena and my perception, that are
censured by a clear conscience and expressed by the spirit.
If we deviate slightly from the correct path of our intelligence, we achieve nothing
equivalent to our sacred obligation. I call ‘sacred obligation’ the clear conscience, as I
said, and the works dictated by it. The Good, the Pious and the Beautiful have no
value as empty words. Converting the Good and Pious into practice constitutes the
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meaning of Beauty in society. Beauty without content constitutes a bait for the
abolition of the Good and Pious.
Therefore our aim is, not to place abstract meanings in supposition but place them in
images to be realised, so that with actions we can achieve Beauty and maturity. Not
being able to perceive our sacred duty we aimlessly discuss subjects that do not have
appeal to our inner self. Since we are only interested in matter that confuses the
spirit and delays the entity from developing its inner world.
My friends, choose one of the two roads of your liking: the Light or the Dark. To
dispute this point is useless. First enlighten yourselves, so you can search then
proclaim the One and Only Authority that permeates the Universe.
Editor’s comments
[1] Archelaos or Archelaus was an ancient Greek philosopher, a pupil of Anaxagoras and
may have been a teacher of Socrates. He asserted that the principle of motion was the
separation of hot from cold.

∞
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Section Two
Socratic spiritual communications
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1. Speak the Truth so you can have it as your Guide
{Socrates}

[Book 4: pp 218-219]

SOCRATES [1]: Brethren, to speak the Truth and to have it as your guide is the
command of Heaven. To speak the Truth and not be guided by it, is the command of
matter under the guise of an angel. Not to proclaim the Truth and to align yourself
with falsehood is further proof of your attraction towards the dark Spirit.
You, Man, whoever you are and whatsoever you profess sharpen your perception so
you can see the pure and white Light of Knowledge from which you can draw
strength. Then speak the Truth as the message of Heaven to Man.
Truth enlightens and its light purifies. The purification in the case of Man becomes
the energy for good and noble works so that the entity acquires worth through the
Lord’s teaching.
But it is not as easy as Man may think to enter from darkness into the Light unless he
has previously compared the two concepts – darkness and Light – so that he can
perceive which of the two operates on the basis of Love.
When Man’s perception accepts the Light as the ray of the Divine, then he holds the
Truth inside him but he does not dare to proclaim it being afraid that the darkness
will entangle him in a confession contrary to his ideology. This means, that he
prefers the Truth but does not want to lose the benefits of darkness because of his
unjustified fear. This fear binds the Truth inside him, without him being able to
communicate its brilliant light to all those who have a need to acquire it.
Man, if your soul strength is weak, cultivate your Faith, so that with your courage
you can increase your soul strength. Then daring and free, announce the prelude of
dawn as the awakening of the conscience.
When Truth becomes the entity’s foundation then the ether is automatically cleared
of the clouds of falsehood, and the rays of the Spiritual Sun will dissolve their union,
so that the Truth of misunderstood love can shine on the foundation of Pure
Knowledge.
Speak the Truth of Heaven and be assured that this Truth will be your guide and
protector. On the Earth the Truth is contaminated and lacks the ability of a guide.
When the contaminated Truth comes into conflict with falsehood, be assured that by
a greater percentage, falsehood will be heard.
Truth that comes from Heaven is pure, strong and clear like the crystal Source of the
Knowledge of Light. Those who can embrace it, proclaim it, without fear or delay.
The Truth will save, guide and allocate the entities to their proper places. Proclaim
whatever you are sending with a sacred aim and intention for the enlightenment of
the abysmal darkness of the human mind.
Proclaim the Truth like the sun revives nature. Proclaim its cohesion as music
disperses its sweet sounds to the ears of men. Proclaim the declaration of Truth
because it wants to give Peace to those yearning for true Love.
Truth, as a Star of great proportions undertakes the task of an advisor, so that the
Divine Powers may be energized to build the Mansion of Peace, from which the
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eternal Love of the Lord will emerge triumphantly with the crown of glory on its
head.
Editor’s comments
[1] Socrates A7#4ά5() born 469 and died 399 BC in Athens which then had a population
of about 150,000 inhabitants. Socrates was the son of Sophroniscus, an Athenian stonemason
and sculptor and Phaenarete, a well-known midwife. Because he was not from a noble family,
he probably received a basic Greek education and learned his father's craft at a young age.
Credited as one of the founders of Western Philosophy, was an enigmatic figure known chiefly
through the accounts of later classical writers, especially the writings of his students Plato,
Xenophon and Aristophanes. Many of the beliefs traditionally attributed to Socrates have
been characterized as "paradoxical" because they seem to conflict with common sense. The
following are among the Socratic Paradoxes: No one desires evil; No one errs or does wrong
willingly or knowingly; Virtue-all virtue-is knowledge; Virtue is sufficient for happiness.
He used to say that he was following a similar profession as his mother; by helping his
students discover the ideas that they had inside them and with the pain of mental struggle
deliver the correct thought. Socrates method let the student discover knowledge on his own
and cultivate the ability to think by himself and criticize mistakes.

2. Where do you seek the Truth?
{Socrates}
[Book 25: pp 124-125]

Once when I was on your Earth some young people and middle-aged men
surrounded me and were asking me to solve one of their queries.
My friends, I said, whichever may be your query, I will also have the same before I
know it. And if you have a sound judgement and impeccable opinion you are able to
solve your query by yourselves. Without being influenced by the opinions and
perceptions of others, think for a while in a peaceful way in order to achieve what
you are seeking from me.
A young person asked me the following question:
- Teacher, what is the difference between falsehood and Truth?
- I replied, the difference young-man is the same as that which exists between night
and day. When the darkness of the night passes with your faults, and you
perceive these during the day, choose the light as your guide so that you do not
succumb again during the night to other faults.
A second listener asked me:
- You spoke correctly, but what is difficult for me to understand is how am I able to
perceive the Truth not knowing on which side it resides. This is what I am
seeking, since every one of us strives in his own way to find where the Truth
resides. Truth is the same for all of us - that is what I am seeking. Unfortunately
every Man gives it a meaning according to the perception he has captured. In the
temple of Poseidon the priest described it to me as something that can not be
captured and I am wasting my time seeking it.
Another person said:
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- Teacher, I have heard from the sophists that Truth is an abstract meaning of our
mind; therefore it only exists in matter and in our senses, because it is from them
we receive its good results.
A third intercedes with the following remark:
- Teacher, in the gymnasium they taught me that in the healthy body of a young
person his spirit expands, so through it he is able to find the Truth in the virtuous
duties of a citizen, so that society can acquire true direction towards the grandeur
of its destination.
The first person disagreed with all that was said and asked:
- Is there a correct method of judging that will lead us to the true meaning of what
is Truth?
Allow me, said another person who cut short the previous speaker: Truth according
to me is to know what we do not know. But then it will be impossible for us to know
the Truth since we have not perceived it.
A middle-aged person replied to the young men saying:
- I observe that no one is in a position to know the Truth, because you are seeking it
in the apparent Truth of falsehood.

‘The School of Athens’
Fresco by Raffaello Sanzio (1509) - In the Vatican Museum

I was given the opportunity to reply to all:
My friends I said, since there is no common view about Truth it is difficult for you to
perceive it and therefore, it does not exist when your mind concocts signs and
monsters. He who has the will to expel this subjectivity from himself and rely upon
meditation to seek the Truth through his pure conscience, he will find its starting
point. This I do at my every step. To ask me about Truth means that you think that I
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know something about it, since I walk the path of correctness. It is up to you to find
the starting point. Follow it with your will. Pressure your mind not to regress and
then be assured that you will succeed in finding Truth under the light of your
conscience.

3. The two aspects of the Truth
{Socrates}
[Book 17: pp 224-225]

Once during my earthly life one of my students asked me if Truth should be told raw
or covered and I answered. [1]
If you have a clear conscience you ought to say it as it is - naked. But if you have not
consciously understood what is Truth then it is preferable to speak it, covered.
Truth has a blinding light and for this reason you ought to be careful where you say
it. In the case of the covered Truth, you create a fable or myth for it, and this way it
becomes acceptable to your audience albeit with reservations. My friend, the Light
of Truth is so strong that it can blind the mind of those who do not have a clear
conscience and cause them to fall into spiritual numbness or more commonly, to
speak irrationally and overturn Truth’s meaning at the expense of many.
Oh, Socrates, the student asked again, you who knows human nature best, why do
you not teach the Truth covered, so that your audiences do not turn away and
instead of doing right they do wrong.
Because my friend I repeated, I teach the younger generations whose knowledge will
have a sharp perception, so that without harming their fellow men, they will correct
their own mistakes and become examples to others.

Euclid in Raphael’s ‘School of Athens’
Stanza della Segnatura, Palazzi Pontifici, Vatican

Editor’s comments
[1] raw = direct = naked Truth; covered = hidden = indirect
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4. Light and darkness
{Socrates}
[Book 25: pp 58-59]

Plenty of light does not harm you. On the contrary deep darkness blinds you.
Follow the light to dissolve the darkness. If you follow the darkness rather than the
light you will lose your sight.
This metaphorical meaning has its reason. And I leave it up to you my dear ones to
explain what I mean so that as a man I can perceive the level of your understanding.
As you know Light illuminates your steps. But darkness hides the obstacles and it is
possible to fall and hurt yourself. Therefore since you know what helps you, why do
you avoid spiritual Enlightenment to be humiliated by spiritual darkness?
Of course, God has created the light and the dark. He Himself, I mean God is Light.
The energy of darkness took responsibility for the Opposite. It depends on you if
you prefer the Truth or falsehood. Because Truth is Light and falsehood is darkness.

5. Pure Light

{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 68-69]
Honesty in Man is his pure spirit, because without the purity of spirit the soul is not
able to go forward and to reach faster the heights where it wants to be.
Prefer the pure spirit rather than the wise one because the pure one has Heavenly
Enlightenment whereas the other has earthly enlightenment.
Earthly enlightenment shows the path superficially so it can entice you to the abyss
whereas the other explores into the depths and heights. It is not fast but guides you
safely towards the Spiritual World of the Lord.
The pure Light’s brilliance is enormous in Heaven whereas the non-pure light, its
brilliance is temporary and Man knows only by hearsay that he is being enlightened
without he himself being enlightened.
The distinction between one light and the other is as large as Heaven is distant from
Earth. Prefer those that have pure Light so that you do not stumble with the wise
light in the first difficult circumstance of your life.
The source of pure Light is Heaven. The source of the non-pure is darkness. With a
wise light you traverse but where are you heading?
With the brilliance of pure Light you go slowly but you know where you are
heading.
This is the difference between Truth and falsehood.
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6. What was my daemon (dæmon)?
{Socrates}
[Book 6: pp 24-25 and Book 3: pp 98]

You have asked me to clarify what was my daemon [1].
My brothers, when you have a Divine blessing how do you explain it? From where
have you received it? This way I also had a Divine Ray of Heavenly Knowledge to
capture the meanings within the Truth.
Of course, if then, someone had asked me this question I would have given him a
different answer but today since I find myself in the Light, I am unable to answer
through the Light that is through Divine Knowledge that a leader acquires in the
Heavenly position that he holds.
Daemon is the voice of conscience that guides you. But from where does the
conscience receive the Light of guidance? Only from the Divine Ray of Heaven.
When you see many men quarrelling about a meaning, this means that no one has
managed to capture this meaning. And then, for many the meaning remains in the
darkness, until its revelation by a human enlightening light.
I hope that you have understood my explanation because many of the great spirits of
antiquity did not perceive specific points of the simple and clear messages from
Heaven. They had faith in the sharpness of their spirit but not as much faith in the
Unknown Divinity that permeates everything. This is the difference between myself
and others and the reason for my ascent to higher levels of Heaven.
Plato errs on many points when he refers to what Socrates (I) said about
metempsychosis. I have never touched on this topic. It was Plato’s idea, to give
more weight to his idea he was writing about, saying that I gave such examples. As
men we all make mistakes - but this is a different topic.
Editor’s comments
[1] daemon =etymologically from Latin daemon (spirit) which is derived from the ancient
Greek '-$D38 meaning: god, goddess, divine power, genius or guardian spirit- it is the
conscience. Whereas, demon is a malevolent entity in mythology and/or occultism

7. Never ending knowledge
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 209]

Indeed, Man’s brain stops working when it somehow begins to penetrate the
inaccessible topic of Creation. But when he has with him Divine Enlightenment he
proceeds unrestrained always going forward and learning what until that moment
no one could have learned through lack of knowledge.
When I say: “I know nothing”, it means: I have advanced in learning, but the path of
Knowledge is long - not to say unending, and since I am still on the path, I am unable
to say that I know everything.
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8. The worthy and the unworthy
{Socrates}
[18:14-16]

A worthy man has a clear conscience whereas the unworthy one is lacking. For the
people in your earthly world the opposite occurs: you name worthy the unworthy
and the worthy you consider unworthy.
Why this inversion of logic? It is because Man without Divine Enlightenment thinks
and is materialistic. The entity enlightened by the Divine Authority does not need
congratulations since it knows it is futile and therefore seeks the incorruptible until it
gains this in Heaven, because on Earth only the perishable exists. The perishable
does not have Divine strength to promote the spirit to higher levels beyond the
perishable and false world of Earth.
One day when I was as a mortal on the unfriendly Earth I asked one of my students:
- What is the value of a worthy man?
- And timidly because of his uncertainty he answered:
- To know that he could never know.
- Congratulations I said. From where did you get this inspiration for your answer?
- And immediately he answered as follows: from the value of the Logos, which I do
not know, but I specified through my perception.
- How is it possible my dear one for you to perceive something that you did not
know?
- Teacher, replied the student, I perceived that which your daemon has dictated to
me.
- And what connection has my daemon with you my dear friend?
- It is, oh Socrates, the voice of the Unknown Energy that enters into some and
distances itself from others because of an inappropriate protection. That is, it does
not find the response of the entity.
- And who taught you this?
- No one else teacher but your daemon.
- And I continued, maybe you understood correctly what is ineptness?
- This means that I am in no position to perceive that which is correct and I adopt
that which is incorrect.
- And what is the correlation between ineptness and uselessness?
- The same correlation that understanding has with misunderstanding.
- As you see my dear, without understanding it, Man many times becomes
embroiled in useless things and he becomes useless in humanity, even though he
managed to be valued as useful. And I ask, is Man’s misconception such that he
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cannot differentiate between black and white. But this is what he does. And this
raises him in the scale of human regression, without perceiving that in Heaven he
will be given the reward that he has chosen. And this reward will be the
punishment by his conscience.

9. The impatient one never finds
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 14]

The Lord said: “The impatient one never finds”. Patience with perseverance forges
Man and converts him into a wise person who then sees everything through a
different prism and achieves the unexpected. I say this with a simple philosophical
thought so you can understand. Here we do not speak without meaning; whatever
we transmit from the Palace of the Lord is based on unshakable foundations that no
one can refute. The Kingdom of the Leader is not concerned with frivolous words.
Whatever is said is correct.

10. The General Teaching of Heaven
{Socrates}
[Book 4: pp 117-118]

My brethren, as you know Heaven transmits a General Teaching on many and varied
topics. All these constitute a selection by the Heavenly Leaders with the Lord as the
Leader. Therefore, Heaven offers to Man a most beautiful bouquet of various
flowers with different colours, shades of colour, scents and shapes saying to him:
“You are mortal. You know it but you do not understand. For this reason you forget
your destiny and continually fall into greater sins. All these burden your entity and
at some stage you will find yourself in front of the seat of Judgement to suffer a just
punishment for your negligence and to learn the correctness of your actions.”
Therefore, before you find yourself at an impasse, since you are on the Earth and you
live, take into consideration that the Lord has converted the knowledge of Heaven
into vivid, sweet-smelling and harmless flowers. Thus He offers you this most
beautiful bouquet of incorruptible knowledge to draw you and enlighten your
darkness so you can see the hidden Truth within the multicoloured essence of the
flowers. Each flower has its own self-perfection, but together they all present the
Lord’s gift to you who have neglected your duty towards Him.
You only remember Him when you are in danger whereas He continually
remembers you. And before you find yourself in a difficult and dangerous situation,
He sends you this small but miraculous flower garden of knowledge of pure
Enlightenment, so that you may take from it the various instructions of Heavenly
Teaching.
As the flowers satisfy Man’s sight and smell similarly these instructions have the
capacity to satisfy your spirit so that its lamp functions so you do not fall into the
darkness of your unknown way. Supply the lamp with adequate fuel so that its light
becomes stronger to help you see further into the distances you have to cross and
that you may guard yourself from the reefs and obstacles in your life.
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You are not able to transport a garden of flowers on your travels. But you are able to
hold with pleasure a bouquet of selected flowers in your hand, knowing beforehand
that these flowers are incorruptible Knowledge and are sacred to you who need the
protection of Divinity.
Thus you see that Heaven, fulfilling the highest duty towards Man has selected from
Its garden of flowers the main flowers of your rebirth for the purpose of
enlightenment and sends them to you through an infallible method so that no one
can be left unprotected and abandoned in the darkness of corruption and instability.
This kind of bouquet is a spiritual jewel. It is pure Light, it is an incorruptible power,
and finally, it is eternal, almighty and illuminating Logos. He who holds in his
hands the anthology of our garden of flowers fears nothing because its Light is also
protective.
Keep your flowers within your spirit and water them with your soul strength so that
they can produce buds and form in your spirit the image of the great Heavenly
Garden of Flowers that is given Light by Anarhon.

11. The Mystery of Prayer
{Socrates}
[Book 25: pp 92-94]
Is a prayer a mystery concerning contact between a mortal and Divinity or is it not?
This is the common question of men who are uncertain. A prayer is the invisible
wire that connects Man with his God.
We, your ancient ancestors had a clear perception of the existence of this
supernatural power, without specifying this unknown energy. This is why our
phrases are given with simplicity, brevity and more importantly are full of meaning.
This is the way and you, my friends, when you pray to the Authority of All, you
ought to be brief, clear and sincere in your supplications so you can come into direct
contact with the Divine. Brevity is sufficient for Heaven to understand you. It is
good to dull your thoughts and self-concentrate after your supplication.
In your prayer do not ask from God the heaven with the stars. This way you delay
Him listening to your prayer. You continually insist on matters in which you are
personally interested, that is, for the things you like.
If in Church the supplications take a long time, this is because of the priests. I will
not concern myself for or against on this point. Habit as you know becomes second
nature.
Your encyclopedic knowledge together with your logical education form an
appropriate education in the circle of your life, that is, superficial education. So that
you do not invalidate your education and can succeed in the ascendancy of your
entity, you ought to be also trained emotionally. Therefore broaden your perception
as much as you can - because without it, it is impossible to perceive what is ethical
correctness. This is a most sacred factor that leads you towards soul ascendancy.
If with your varied knowledge you immediately neglect your ethical standing, then
you deviate from the Divine basis and your knowledge becomes atrophic by being
converted into spiritually blind instruments of the opposite logos with the erroneous
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opinion that you are a healthy element of society. Your knowledge with the logic
that you like does not raise you, but puts you down in front of the Just Eye [1]. And
your position in Heaven will not be as rosy as you hope, so that through spiritual
anguish you can suffer precisely for your mistakes.
The only means by which you are able to come safely into contact with Divinity is
through prayer. The art of prayer relies on the conscious expression of the Logos. Of
course, this method of linking with Divinity will appear strange to you. Through
necessity you will accept it without believing it deeply. But by this simple means
that is so easy to understand you are unable to consciously accept and feel the power
that prayer has.
You recite superficially nonsense that does not meet the Will of Who has created you.
Broaden your spirit not for vanity and do not turn away from the directions of the
Spiritual World to avoid many of your mistakes.
If you suffer from mental atrophy, you are to blame, because you preferred the
perishable to the imperishable. The words “I want” mean going backwards, disaster,
and lack of will. Superficially it shows non-existent will that is essentially rejection.
It is necessary to replace these words ‘I want’ with the words ‘I can’ that means the
practical will, fortitude and decision of Divine Enlightenment.
Do not perceive the prayer as a mechanical energy that derives from necessity
because then your supplication will not be heard. A frivolous character praying is
deceiving himself because he does not understand that it is possible for his
supplication to the Divine to be heard, since he accepts the existence of the Divine
according to his imagination and not from Pure Faith.
Prayer soothes spiritual disturbances, reinvigorates the spirit and practically
strengthens the will. There are many reasons for and against the hearing of your
supplications. It is impossible to be taught everything when you do not have the
perception and will and practical application of correctness on the path of your life.
I hope that you have understood the dynamism of prayer and do not think of it as a
side-line to your boredom, when your spirit is confused.
Editor’s comments
[1] the all seeing Eye of God

12. The essence of self-concentration
{Socrates}
[Book 24: pp 181-183]

Many times my friends I spoke about self-concentration but you were incapable of
perceiving what self-concentration is.
It is very difficult for man to self-concentrate. If he thinks that he is achieving it he
dupes himself.
The Indian teachers teach you to self-concentrate through many methods. But no
one has managed to achieve this, even though some of the yogis or gurus say they
have. Why?
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It is because they occupy themselves with the self-concentration and not with the
method for beneficial knowledge.
For this reason I will strongly implore Brother Hippocrates, who is near me, to
explain what harm can occur from the self-concentration that is taught in the Indian
Writings. It is necessary to do this because it is from ignorance you are lacking Pure
Enlightenment. My Brother do you accept my proposal?
HIPPOCRATES: Oh Socrates, I have never refused you a request. With pleasure I
would like to give to our dear brethren appropriate enlightenment of this situation.
SOCRATES: Thank you Brother because you take responsibility for an area in your
section to enlighten the brethren and they in turn will enlighten others.
The Indians, my friends, use the ‘prana’ without themselves knowing its essence.
Therefore, it is imperative that those of you who do not have knowledge on this
subject, follow the divine Hippocrates. [1]

Hippocrates visits Democritus
By Pieter Lastman 1622
Palais des Beaux-Arts de Lille, France

HIPPOCRATES: I will try in a few words and with sincerity and clarity to tell all
present - and especially to my student who I have not forgotten and who was a
specialist in this area - what could possibly happen with these exercises of the great
Mystics which are not for you [2].
Exercise is useful for the body. I mean the established gymnastics, whereas the
shapes and movements as taught by the gurus are dangerous for the physical body.
But I will expand upon this topic in my talk.
SOCRATES: My brethren, today you have two pieces of apparatus, that is two
instruments: the television and the radio - picture and sound. To follow a play that is
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going to enlighten, you do not need to know the whole instrument and from where
the sound and picture come. In this situation you will remain at the same level until
you learn the assembly of the instrument.
The same thing happens with the other mechanism, the spiritual one, about which
the teachers from India teach.
I, my friends, I have the gift of my daemon. But how did I acquire it? This is
unknown. It depended on Divinity. That which was known to me was meditation
and through this method I have reached self-concentration.
I was assisted by this blessing that I had. And when conversing with friends and
acquaintances, from habit I used to answer their questions immediately and gave
answers such that they could not repeat the same question in a different way.
You should try by a simple method to self-concentrate according to the directions I
will give you:
Sitting with your feet together, that is heel to heel (not one leg over the
other) and with your palms on your knees or with your palms hiding your
face, with closed eyes remain in total tranquility both physically and
spiritually. Remove from your mind every thoughtful image and only
concentrate upon the Divine Enlightenment of Divinity, which is dispersed
throughout the Universal World (the prana).
Daily, if you take this position for ten or fifteen minutes you will feel Its power inside
you. Then ask and silently you will receive the answer.
The first trials will not bring one hundred percent (100%) results. But with patience
and perseverance you will connect with the Divinity that exists inside you.
Do not seek the analysis of self-concentration, such as I gave you about the
equipment of television and radio, but seek its essence.
This undertaking is difficult. However, some say that they have achieved it! And
having achieved it as men, they are worse than their fellow men! Therefore, they are
lying because they hallucinate.
Everything is possible when you are within correctness. With persistence and
patience you will reach what you are seeking.
Editor’s comments
[1] ‘prana’ = Sanskrit word meaning Divine current or the life giving force of the Divine; it is
the Breath of God and God is all present through prana. In Chinese philosophy (chi or qi) it is
a force that is analogous to an electrical current that runs through the body and Earth – ki in
Japanese
[2] he refers to one of the participants at the séance who was a medical doctor and in a
previous incarnation was a distinguished student of Hippocrates
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13. Prana

{Hippocrates}
[Book 6: pp 165-166]
Prana is divided into two parts: one positive and the other negative. Some of the
Indians like the fakirs and some yogis have managed to absorb both powers into
their inner self, so they appear as miracle workers and are frequently as mischievous.
The true Teachers differentiate between these powers and absorb only the positive
part of prana. Then they proclaim to have reached the point of being able to
resurrect the dead.
Until now I do not know if Indian Teachers have performed miracles by giving life to
a dead person, unless that person was in an apparent dead state.
Only One resurrected the dead. The Lord. He resurrected not only one but also
others. The miracle of the Lord concerning Lazarus was heard of because he was
well known. History did not mention that others were resurrected both young men
and women. Why have many hidden these miracles? Maybe for expediency? I
mention these so you are aware, and also aware of what is the Lord’s position in
Heaven.
The method, the systems and the way for someone to apply the teachings of the
yogis are good but very dangerous. Do you know how many have suffered from
total nervous debility, chronic fatigue of the body, amnesia and expansive stroke of
the spinal chord? If you want to listen to me as a specialist doctor of the Spiritual
World, ask me which points interest you and what do you want to learn. I am
willing to help you in your ignorance, because the civilisation of the West is
completely different to that of the Far East.
Do you want to become skeletons? If so, do not eat and breath air, exercise according
to the directions given by the Indians, and you will see where you will end up. But
be careful. You will not be able to regain what you have lost.
Follow the simple methods of Heaven. Apollonius of Tyana performed miracles
without being a yogi. I cannot say that he was able to receive a place more brilliant
than he thought he would reach. Which powers helped him? How did he manage to
be so admired during his period? This is a different story and I do not think you
would benefit from knowing it. Seek the means through which you will be able to
stabilize your health and especially your spirit that many times leads you to strange
places. [1]
Editor’s comments
[1] Apollonius of Tyana c 15-100 AD was a Greek philosopher in Asia Minor. Is considered
by the Church as a demonic magician and a great enemy of the Church who collaborated with
the devil and tried to overthrow Christianity.
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14. Simplicity, the pedestal of human life
{Socrates}
[Book 25: pp 155-156]

My dear ones, I am sorry that most of you do not know what is simplicity. It is a
small word that encompasses such dynamism that you are not in position to perceive
it.
Simplicity is everything in the creation of the world because if you had it as a
pedestal of humanity you would not be in today’s situation. Unfortunately, words
have lost their meaning. If you remember correctly, Goethe in his earthly life, said
that simplicity could not be found so easily in Man, because it constitutes the entity
in its secret existence. That is, that as much as you want to imitate the simple Man
you will fail if you do not consciously understand the word ‘simplicity’.
Truly, according to the meaning that Anarhon gave it, it is the pedestal on which
Man’s life is based.
Does such a pedestal exist?
It exists, as a meaning and it is sufficient for you, through your spirit, to want to
enforce simplicity on yourself so that you can stand on the pedestal that is named
simplicity.
Be careful, because the word is sacred and it belongs to the ‘mantra’ of the Indians.
When you are in the countryside away from the civilised corruption of your world,
and you are enjoying the fresh air, the magical images of the trees, the tranquility of
your soul situation and the normal function of your spirit a simple flower from the
field attracts your gaze.
Then with this image you are able to philosophize with simplicity, so your readers
who like nature’s beauty, the simplicity and purity of the flower of the field can
perceive you. Therefore the image you are going to give to your fellow men will be
magical and comprehensible by the mind (spirit) - with the word ‘comprehensible’, I
mean the delving into the senses.
But if you describe the conflicting feelings of your fellow men and their ideas, their
incomprehensible actions and the continuous battles in the world in which they
work, to be like the traffic in the city you deviate from simplicity, so that some of
them will praise you whereas others will pity you, and others will blame you and
others will reprimand you.
This is the difference between simplicity, which you systematically avoid, and the
complicated and multi-faceted conflicting ideas and perceptions that will not give
you the pleasure which you have enjoyed from the simplicity of the natural
surroundings and Pure Knowledge that does not require interpretation or a different
explanation, for all to perceive the image.
Simplicity therefore is the grandeur with which the Lord has appeared on Earth. On
the contrary I according to the opinion of Goethe am telling you that it is sufficient to
have a will so that through it you are able to enter into the action of simplicity in
order to acquire the grandeur of the soul.
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15. Heavenly words
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 193-194]

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All that is not comprehensible is useless. In this case one of two things
happens: either the intellect of Man does not work correctly or that which
is not comprehensible is not understood by the knowledge of the
underdeveloped entity.
Seek the unknown from the known, because if you seek to learn from the
unknown you will never learn.
Great is he who from a young age encloses that which is small within him
and not he who encloses the small within him and presents it as great.
I establish means I agree. And since you agree, you have the capability of
strengthening your aim. Because if you agree without one
comprehending the other, then do not seek strengthening for
Enlightenment.
Everything that is good is not virtuous, because from good stems bad,
when this is not supported by virtue.
I decline does not mean I do not want but I instinctively repel, because the
spirit dictates and not the soul.
Apparition is an example of the soul’s immortality. Therefore when you
see apparitions, you are between immortality and earthly life. Only a few
people have this blessing.
Great is Heaven – Earth is insignificant. In this insignificant space the
Diamond of Heaven is guarded.
Long is the experience, short is the knowledge - Great is Knowledge
worthless is experience. Combine great knowledge with Our radiation to
achieve perfect experience.
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16. Virtue, a precious jewel
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 117]

What is virtue? It is a blessed human nature. And when it is applied in practice it
forms the Good and pious of the Lord’s Teaching.
It is called virtue ("#$%&) because it is pleasing ("#$'%&) to all except those who have
no personal benefit from it and they are ambivalent because their spirit is unruly.
One time it leans to one side and the other time towards the other. They do not have
a stable character because they are attracted by wealth and they disregard the
consequences of achieving it as long as they themselves are well.
Do not be attracted by wealth because this buys consciences and stymies you in your
ascent. When wealth is in the hands of men who know how to manage it, it is
possible to deliver everything good. But how many are there when the microbe of
greed is located within the distribution of wealth.
Therefore, virtue is a precious jewel for the entity and its value is esteemed by the
Spiritual World, a specialist in the valuation of such treasures. Make sure that you
follow our instructions so you can gain soul strength so you can walk the path of
virtue.
Virtue is faceless and lives in our Kingdom. Hatred has a face in your world and
many times has the mask of virtue and for this reason you are deceived and whilst
you have an idea about it, along the way you change your mind and then you
discover that you have been deceived, the same way you are deceived by fake coins
when you do not first examine their authenticity.
Virtue has as fountains the graces of Goodness and Piety. It is difficult, very difficult
for Man to cohabit with it. But when the spirit is subdued to the soul strength it is
possible to do so. Virtue is the adornment of Divinity.

17. Heavenly aphorisms
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 234]

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Of all virtues, the most difficult and utmost is the cultivation of conscience. If
you do not value yourself through Divine Light then you are unable to truly
value anything.
Deformity, generally feeds pious fruits.
The apple of discord is wicked. No matter how attractive it appears repel it
with Enlightened Knowledge
The snake has two aspects: the notion of good, so it can vanquish it with the
notion of evil.
The tongue is a double-edged knife when it is linked to the spirit.
Memory is not always beneficial for Man. For this reason when an entity
incarnates it does not remember its Heavenly life. Through memory it is
possible for Evil to progress both in science and technology.
A worker toils and forgets. Alas, if he toiled and did not forget, then he would
wear the mask of the bad demon.
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•
•

A demon does not wear a mask because it is invisible. But it also works, in its
area, against Good.
Man does not become a demon, but he helps the demon at the expense of his
own entity.

18. Responsibility, a duty towards God and Man
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 84]

I do not wish the death of anyone; but the Lord Who permeates everything and
Justice which is His supreme Principle, will act in such a way that many from the
powerful guilty, will account to Him.
It is abhorrent for someone to invoke God as his ally in his profane actions. At the
least, those who are not conscious of their actions should not involve God with their
interests, because they sin as much as those who invoke Him in vain.
Responsibility means a duty towards God and Man. Those who do not know the
meaning of the word ‘responsibility’ ought to distance themselves from Our
Authority. The guilty will have double punishment, because their latest sins will be
added to the previous ones. Alas for them.
Lord, if possible, mitigate their punishment so that they will not suffer in erevos for
their sins. Their spirit did not manage to be subdued to the soul and was confused at
the expense of their entity.

19. Envy is cerebral darkness
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 174-175]

For a short period of time I worked at the workshop of Phidias. [1]
This work was not for me, however as a young man I had to find a position in
society. I served near other wise men of my epoch. No one satisfied me. My
daemon dissuaded me from accepting anything that it rejected. I was in a difficult
position until a new light gave the solution: to teach in open spaces, mostly in the
centre of the Agora, and seldom far away from the city, in nature where I explained
the miracles of the Supreme Entity.
Those being taught were excellent and did not bring any objections to my teachings.
But I was seeking those who would object so I could delve in the darkness to find the
Truth. This was the way I spoke in the Agora. There were many there who initially
sneered at my talks but later I attracted them through gentleness, Truth and
enlightenment of their ignorance. The conquerors became the vanquished and then
envy started to surround my light.
Envy is cerebral darkness because when Man falls into darkness he trips. He makes
mistakes that he would not make if he had some Light. For this reason I, Socrates, do
not blame the Man of darkness but pity him. If they had not condemned me to death
by poisoning, I am certain that I would have persuaded all my opponents and would
have won. But they were in a hurry to fall ingloriously into the trap of the Divine.
My dear ones, I believed more than you, who have proof of the Lord. If I had not
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believed, I would have been saved. I had many opportunities. But I knew that I had
to give a good example to the citizens. My spirit was not nullified since I developed
it to such an extent as to find in Heaven what I was seeking: The Truth!

Socrates and Aeschines
From Raphael’s ‘School of Athens’

Editor’s comments
[1] Ph(e)idias was a Greek sculptor, painter and architect, who lived in the 5th century BC
and is regarded as one of the greatest of all sculptors of Classical Greece having fashioned
many of the Acropolis’s statues and monuments

20. Clarification of the meaning of eros [1]
{Socrates}
[Book 18: pp 146-147] and [Book 27: pp 26-28]

During my period and before then and including your own, pæderasty (or
pederasty) is and will be the pathos of abnormal nature. [2] the word does not exist
in the Greek vocabulary. [3]
My dear ones, nature has defined that heterosexuals join together through attraction
for a specific reason that I will not expand today. The union of homosexuals is an
unnatural canon [4]. I say ‘canon’ because as I said earlier, you are unable to easily
tame the abnormal wicked nature. I will not expand upon this point further since
our aim is to answer your queries.
Even and including the great men of our society the pathos of pæderasty has spread
so much, that they are trying to justify their eroticisms, either known or hidden with
words, and to extol them as pure, clean and necessary. That is, they interpret it as
ideal - but this does not stop it from being materialistic and indeed of the worst type.
Eros in our period encompassed both genders, that is why it was difficult to separate
its meaning. It prevailed as a masculine gender. [5] Starting from this point the
sophists, the disturbed and the materialists have used this term for child eros. When
they realised that eros is of double gender and to distinguish it from the word eros
created through myth the union of the two genders with the word hermaphrodite.
[6] And here we have also two new abnormal types of nature: the ‘effeminate’ and
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the ‘androgynous’. Eros was then separated into its different meanings during the
Christian centuries with the word ‘love’.
Love means respect, value, help and sanctification through Faith. It is of the female
gender [7].
MEDIUM: I want and I wish to learn very much more; what meaning do you give to
eros that Plato refers to in the Symposium.
SOCRATES: They have misinterpreted the meaning that Plato gave to eros. Because
it was to their advantage to have a general meaning for eros. It is true, that a really
wise and prudent teacher preferred to have as his favorites healthy and robust young
men, not from a materialistic point but an intellectual one. A teacher tried to infuse
the sharpness of the spirit into the healthy body so he could create worthy citizens
who could govern. If some of them (students) due to their natural inclination and
their wealth, deviated from the appropriate path, the teacher is not at fault.
$#()$*+,(eromenos), according to Plato, means he who has love and preference for
young men, and cultivates him as fertile ground for spiritual knowledge.
And $#"'%&,(erastes) is a young person who ‘sympathizes’ and respects and obeys
the teacher’s directives.
Sodomy (pederasty) has no connection with the above. This confusion of meanings
in subsequent years has brought about the corruption together with the spiritual
decline of the entity.
I was accused of being a corruptor of youth by the real corruptors who led a
debauched life. I corrupted the youth because I taught them the Truth and the
elimination of falsehood. But, even though late, the Light of Truth will knock down
darkness. [8]
Editor’s comments
[1] Plato's writings of Socrates' sayings can only be correctly understood and interpreted on
the basis of a cultural understanding of Ancient/ Classical/ Modern Greek. In English
the single word ‘love’ encompasses a number of feelings, behaviors and attitudes. In
Greek four different words were/are used that have minor overlapping meanings to
describe them (147)) eros, philia, storge and agape. It is important to understand how
the ancient Hellenes used the word eros that is the same word in Ancient and Modern
Greek. Erotas is also used in Modern Greek. Both eros and erotas are used primarily to
mean sexual or passionate love. In English the act of coition or intercourse is referred to
as making love. In Modern Greek it is referred to as making erota. The intermediary
entity between divinity and mortality was ‘Eros' whose parents were Penia (poverty)
and Poros (resource) meaning Eros is resourceful and neither rich nor at a loss. In
English Eros also refers to the Latin Cupid. Philia is love towards a friend. Storge is love
of parents expressed towards their child, maternal love and affection. Agape is love
expressed in a Christian sense. From The Merriam Webster dictionary agape =
etymologically from Latin, originally from Greek, literally meaning love. From
encyclopedia Britannica agape = the fatherly love of God for humans as well as the
reciprocal love of humans for God. The church fathers used agape both as a rite (using
bread and wine) and a meal of fellowship to which the poor were invited.
[2] pedophile or pædophile is an English only word using Greek words - ,-ῖ) (paîs),
meaning "child", and H$"ί- (philia) "friendship";
[3] The term's Greek meaning is not employed by medical authorities.
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[4] from the Greek #-878 meaning any straight bar or rod to keep something straight;
commonly used as a ‘rule’, ‘norm’, ‘standard’
[5] the Greek ‘3 147)’ is masculine.
[6] the Greek: ‘53 14D-H43'$53’ is of neuter gender. An entity having the reproductive
organs normally associated with both male and female sexes; '$53 = double, two-fold; the
word is derived from Hermes and Aphrodite
[7] The Greek ‘( -I-,(’ is feminine
[8] As in Ancient Greece where Socrates was falsely accused, nowadays he is also
misunderstood with mistranslations by authors who have no clear understanding of
Greek culture.

21. The justice of darkness
{Socrates}
[Book 26: pp 30-32] and [Book 4: pp 142-144]
My brethren, when I speak of darkness you understand that I mean spiritual
darkness that is difficult for you to distinguish when the developed mind appears
with the sun’s radiation.
The earthly authority that controls and administers Justice is called justice.
Unfortunately it does not practice Justice because it ignores it. Why does it ignore it?
It is because the judge is a man with faults, psychic deficiencies and further, he has
an uncultivated spirit for his sacred duty.
It is sufficient for a non-specialist to have a position in society to secure his livelihood
without concerning himself too much about anything else. But Justice is a sacred
duty. For this reason, whoever undertakes to administer Justice to the wronged
should first be reputable and objective. He should respect the principles of ethical
Law, safeguard the Truth and inspire the innocent and not close a case for
expediency, by condemning the innocent rather than the guilty whom he regards as a
worthy citizen because of his high position in society. The judge should not look after
his own interests by overshadowing Justice with darkness and should govern with
the high attire of Justice.
It is incomprehensible how the contemporary man accepts that he has the Law as his
guardian, when it is applied according to the sickly perception of a judge in favour of
the stronger and at the expense of the weaker. Judges should be the most sacred
people in society. Unfortunately, in all sections on Earth, people with no value
occupy these types of positions, with very few exceptions.
Today injustice rules. In rare situations amongst men of the same standing, the judge
tries through his judgement to ascertain which of the two adversaries is right. Even
in this case it is possible for the judge to err at the expense of Justice.
I do not doubt that Justice is a labyrinth for the judges. Unfortunately they do not
have the Light of Divine Grace. Even so, they will carry with them all their errors
and they will account for them in the Lord’s Court, where the spirit will be stripped
bare and the soul through strict examination will prove the entity’s errors, so it
specifies the punishment. Judges condemn to be condemned.
No one has the right to take away the life of another person.
Judges, by what right do you condemn a person to death? You say, he was guilty
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and you have applied Justice. But what if he was not really guilty and by your
decision you have decided that he is in fact guilty. In this case, you are doubly guilty
by condemning to death your fellow man with whom you had no conflict and your
conscience is at peace. After a while the same court case is heard again and it is
proven that the condemned man was innocent. Your error cannot be justified. If you
have a trace of conscience, tell me in what criminal category do you belong?
Judges, in the case I have just mentioned, who is the guilty party? You, of course and
society tolerates you as the lords of Justice? Of course not. But you have the support
of other lords who give you a helping hand to cover in the darkness the injustice
carried out on the wronged.
Unfortunately, all the judges are on the path to judgement, because Man has never
given total Justice to his fellow man. You forget that the practice of Justice is sacred
and the State is not able to strengthen the positions of the uncontrolled practitioners
of the law because in their inviolability, they have become a state within a state.
I the undersigned Socrates was unjustly condemned but I gave the example of
obedience to the laws of my country. But laws in the hands of wrongdoers made my
innocence guilt. I departed and was justified in Heaven and later on Earth [editor: by
history]. But the judges who wronged Truth were condemned by the Supreme
Authority as being guilty and deserving of the most severe punishment.
In your world of today there is no difference from the judges of my time. Moreover,
the judges of today, in the name of the Lord, make mistakes about which I will talk in
the future. Why does society tolerate them? They do so because the strong always
support the strong at the expense of the weak.
My brethren, there are judges who have consciously condemned innocent people
because of personal interests and they have skillfully covered everything so that the
Truth remains in the darkness. But Truth is Light and the Light dissolves the
darkness and becomes a voice that broadcasts the just, criticizing the lies of the
hypocritical practitioners of Justice.
Justice truly belongs in the realms of myth, since the practitioners who have the right
to judge and condemn have converted it to such. This is why your world suffers and
misfortune spreads its wings over the human race.
Justice is no longer sacred but is the arbitrary judgment of self-interested people. In
this case, how is it possible for Justice to flourish in the conscience of those practicing
the profession of a judge? Certainly, the spirit of today’s citizens is at a higher level,
but they do not possess the boldness of speech and of confraternity to criticize what
is bad in the State.
Neither the laws, nor those who administer them are worthy to speak of ethics and
Justice.

22. The unjust cannot harm the soul of the just
{Socrates}
[Book 26: pp 42-43]
Today I will close the conversation.
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Sister Frigo you have succeeded and secured the Lord’ s gold laurel. Be blessed by
the World of the Souls. All who have common sense and cultivate their soul, these
are worthy to receive the unction of their glory.
I will return to the period that I lived on Earth.
In the symposium of conversations, you appeared with a sullen look and took a place
near Plato.
My lady, I asked, why are you today sombre as the entrance of winter?
And with peaceful voice you said the following: Oh Socrates when I think of the
injustice that crowns weakness and sycophancy with hymns, my heart breaks. And
when Truth becomes the defender of Justice, black clouds appear to hide it so in
secrecy Evil can work at the expense of Good. That is why I am sad.
My lady, I replied, no matter how much the cloud of Evil covers reality, Infinity will
dissolve it and the Light of Truth will shine as the Divine Justice of the wronged. No
one is able to escape disaster when he is guilty. Divine Providence is the avenger of
injustice.
The unjust harms the material body of the just, but is not able to harm his soul. The
Defender of the soul sooner or later will punish the unjust and no advocate will dare
defend the Evil Spirit.
In this world many things happen. But all that occur are known to the Authority of
Supreme Power, which regulates all our actions.
As the will of Justice, you, do not be sad for all the unlawful that occurs. Those
violating the Law will account to the Unknown Power that has created us.
Be assured that Divine Providence of the Supreme Power has a reason for everything
which we the least feel.
Our descendants will judge if my words were correct or not.
My lady, do not be sad, because the time of our stay is short and Truth is Great.
That is what I said, and you conversed animatedly with Plato giving a definition for
grief.

23. Everything just for the benefit of the soul
{Socrates}
[Book 26: pp 32-34] and [Book 4: pp 174]
My beloved brethren behold what place Justice has for the benefit of the soul. When
the soul is lacking in strength to cohabit or to offer hospitality to Good as a sister,
then Justice cannot co-exist or cohabit with it.
In spite of a soul’s weak strength, when the soul has the will to accept Justice, this
energy is recorded in favour of the soul. Of course, the soul does not always
dominate the spirit. But when the soul’s inclination is towards Justice and links with
the entity’s will they force the spirit to accept what is correct. This step gives greater
strength to the soul.
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Whether you like Justice or not, it is always pleasing to Divinity. Those who support
Justice, the Lord will justly judge them as having a good soul.
When Justice is given where it should be given, it creates the feeling of reward for
those who struggle against injustice. This satisfaction calms the entity and in its
calmness it acquires through its Faith Divine Enlightenment and inspiring
knowledge valued above all others. This is invaluable to Us.
Justice is a virtue that springs from Truth. If Justice is faked to cover the Truth, then
justice according to human law is respected, but it is not pleasing to Divinity and the
wronged. The law in this case renders injustice. But the Lord through Truth
condemns the unjust by raising those condemned by the imperfect wicked human
law.
We ought to obey the Laws irrespective of how harsh they are. But those who
administer the letter of the Law ought to have their conscience clear so that they can
distinguish from where the thorns appeared on the incriminated convict or if the
conviction came from elsewhere, that is, from the unforeseen – due to the imperfect
law – a special circumstance of the entity.
A judge ought:
•
•
•
•

to have an enormous education and experience,
to be calm in his thoughts about the -proceedings,
to have an unshakable Faith in the Creator,
to respect all men even at the expense of his -social and economic position.

Also
•
to have a sharp perception and to search until the farthest point of what may
be regarded as -non-existent.
•
to be indifferent to others’ criticisms, without -rejecting them, because from
them he may be directed to the Truth he is seeking. The position of a Judge is a sacred profession and has many traps for his entity.
During my earthly lifetime I was a researcher of the Truth. I sought it until my death.
That is why I was within its path. But I would never have wished to be a judge on
Earth, even though they represent a sacred profession that is unwieldy for the
conscience, if it is at all developed. Justice as I have said, springs from Truth but it also depends on Love. This is a
magical word upon which the Lord’s teaching was established. Everything
stemming from Love is constructive and everything stemming from Evil is
destructive.
Everything just, my brethren, is a strength that is added in favour of Man’s soul.
There is only one judge of absolute Justice, Anarhon. Within the framework of
kindness and Faith, Man imitates the judge and dispenses, many times in his
ignorance, Justice to the unjust and injustice to the just. For this reason, it is his sacred
duty to be enlightened by Heaven.
How? We will show him. It is sufficient that he has the qualities of a good citizen
and is respectful and loving towards all.
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{Socrates}

24. Try to be calm
[Book 22: pp 7-8]

Do you want resurrection of your soul? Then follow the path of the Lord. Do you
want the ascent of your spirit? Then love your enemies. Do not let your thoughts go
astray when you are about to balance your actions. Guard yourself against flatterers,
because they will guide you towards your destruction. The Lord loves the faithful
and blesses them. Anarhon is the Creative Authority and the Laws upon which the
creation of the Universal World are based.
The evil man sins and thirsts for forgiveness. Do not seek revenge because you then
also sin. You should forgive and love in order to gain the Lord’s love. Do good and
fear no one. Do not talk to those who walk in darkness, about sin because they will
make your position worse.

25. Love, the sphere of all knowledge
{Pythagoras, Socrates}
[Book 22:12]

PYTHAGORAS:-Our blessings will become a very powerful strength for you.
Through the Logos We form the weapon that will destroy injustice and Man’s hate.
The Lord will give the flame. You are the weapon that is why we stress: protect
yourself from flatterers so they cannot influence in the least the flow of events by
indicating the dark paths to you. We are sure that you will behave irreproachably for
the honour and glory of the Spiritual World.
Learn, my brother, that a science greater than Love towards your neighbour does not
exist. Mathematics and wisdom can be acquired easily. It only suffices that someone
wants to learn. But to love your fellow men as you love yourself is very difficult, if
not impossible, now that men have been reduced to their present situation.
Love is the sphere of all knowledge. It inspires, restores and finally saves.
Regarding the men who are occupied with high spiritual philosophy, can you tell me
in what way they are superior to others? I will tell you, in foolishness only.
People have not yet realised that all the learning of the world is enclosed in one
simple word: ‘Love’. However that is, in its ethical meaning and not in the bestial
one, because then it is not love but passion.
SOCRATES:-Let us now say a few words about the general situation.
It is wretched. Tom is afraid of Harry and Harry is afraid of Tom. Both sides are
mistaken in their beliefs. Both oppress consciences for the advantage of a few. In
some parts of the world, superficial prosperity can be seen. It is like a beautiful apple
that you want to eat and once you have taken a bite you realise that it is rotten.
Never judge superficially because you will certainly be deceived.
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26. Heavenly discussion about Truth

{Immanuel Kant, Pharah, Socrates, Confucius}
[Book 19: pp 131-132]
IMMANUEL KANT: I come to give you a short conversation between the Stars of the
Lord about Truth. [1]
No one in your world until now has understood what Truth is. Every man, as a
different world, perceives it according to his natural and spiritual training. This is
not sufficient for the correct portrayal of the Pure Logos of Truth.
When Pontius Pilate asked the Lord “What is Truth?” the Lord did not reply. Not
because He did not know what He should reply but by Divine reckoning He
perceived that those around Him would not be able to understand the supreme value
of Truth. It was superfluous to tell them “what it is” since darkness occupied their
spirits. The Spirit of Truth about twelve years ago gave you not the definition but
the correct answer about Truth. He is going to repeat it today because this phrase
needs to be studied and examined in depth.
PHARAH: As I said dear Heavenly Colleagues (NB: He is in discussion with other
Heavenly Leaders) I gave the meaning of Truth for the first time to the mortals on
Earth. Since Truth is Anarhon Himself how can We describe it since You all know
that God cannot be analysed nor is it possible to describe Him as a ‘Faceless Face’. [2]
Therefore, I said to our earthly brothers: “Truth is the purified knowledge of
correctness that is enlightened by Anarhon. When knowledge is not purified, despite
its correctness, Truth falters”.
SOCRATES: Correct, your explanation is very correct. However, how is it possible
for Man to understand its depth when he does not have the necessary Divine Light to
verify its correctness?
The Truth, Brother Pharah is when it is said by a person with Divine Enlightenment.
He recites the sound of the Divine Voice of Anarhon without perceiving how this
blessing was given. However, how do their other brothers perceive Truth? This
depends on their earthly knowledge, wishes, interests etc so they alter the Voice of
Correctness and represent Truth in such a way as human imagination can capture it.
CONFUCIUS: I am of the opinion, my Brethren, that despite everything You have
transmitted to Man so he can understand Truth, it is futile. Since they do not see God
and never perceive Him, how is it possible for them to comprehend what Truth is?
Nevertheless, those men who truly apply Love towards their neighbour, they are
expressing the Word of Truth without knowing it.
PHARAH: Then my dear Brethren, I would prefer that You seed Love in men’s spirit,
without mentioning Truth. Because from Love springs Truth and Justice. Even
though Love is construed as a temporary means, you explain that this is not Love but
passion or self-interest and you lead your brothers to understand that Love is as
High as the Faceless Face of the Lord.
SOCRATES: This is what We are thinking of doing since men misinterpreted the
deep meaning of Christ’s Love towards their brothers on Earth. It is therefore
necessary in Our future talks to develop a new path for the enlightening of Our
earthly brethren and for their enlightenment towards their brothers.
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If a trace of Love existed on Earth then automatically destructive wars, violence, the
enrichment of the unscrupulous and many other evils, all stemming from the Evil
Spirit, automatically would not exist. I believe that We all agree.
IMMANUEL KANT: This section that I have transmitted, I received it from the Book
of Heaven. It is the first part. The second part is confidential and I am not able to
transmit it without the Lord’s permission. It is possible that this permission will be
granted whereupon I will be glad to be able to enlighten you on other points.
Editor’s comments
[1] see Books 1 and 2
[2] Pharah or Lord Pharah is the Spirit of Truth or the Holy Spirit

27. The pinnacle of kindness is the application of Good
{Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 127-128]
The pinnacle of all virtues is the application of Good. The pinnacle of Man’s fault is
to teach Good and not apply it. The worst of all evils is to appear good and to
perpetrate the worst.
When we speak about the Lord we present in His Name everything that is virtuous
and good to our fellow man. Those who follow the Christian religion are not called
Christians, but those who apply the Words of the Lord. A person of another religion
not knowing about the Lord is able according to his enlightenment to follow the
Christian principles.
My dear brethren, religion is not a moral obstacle, because through morality a man is
able to capture the greatness of the Divine Logos. Therefore religion emanates from
Love and its water flows into the house full of hatred. What must happen? Who
will bring down these houses, so the Heavenly Water can flow freely towards all the
brethren? What is the reason for the doors of these houses to be firmly closed? The
reason is, the benefits ought not to be channeled outwards from the dark house,
which wants to be called Sacred Church of the Lord. Unfortunately, inside such
houses inhabit the unruly, malevolent, unworthy and pharisaic spirits.
Dogmatism is another disgrace of self-interest, another cow-dung from the Augean
(stables) that again Heracles will clear – I mean the people – because the authorities
both religious and political are occupied with pompous speeches without any value.
These authorities are worthy of their condemnation. The Spiritual World can tolerate
no further delusions. It will shine bright and everyone will see what is hidden
underneath the cloak of each leader. The time has come, for an account to be given
by those who harm society and lead it into corruption and hatred within the greater
family into whose bosom copious amounts of poison have been poured for the
benefit of the few.
The Lord observes and nothing escapes His Eyes, so He can give Justice where it is
necessary, so that Man can deliver himself from the snakes that were expelled from
the Paradise of the Most Gracious. All together they form a chain of strength but this
will not be able to withstand the thunderbolt of the Divine Word.
Man has to be enlightened by our texts and accept everything, even if he understands
and does not apply them or if he does not understand how to apply them. He has to
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learn about the soul, the spirit and what is his destiny. Only this way will the
anguish of the present generation of humanity be alleviated. Our texts are
revolutionary and bring the overthrow of everything because our Lord, Father of all
of us wants it.

28. Do not despair
{Socrates}
[Book 3:83]

Never despair when you truly know that the Spiritual World helps you. Do not be
anxious even about your enemies when you do not know their fate (as you call it),
because behind it Divinity is standing. When your thoughts are good do not
abandon them because bad ones will seek their place. Be joyful as the children and
the Lord will give you His blessing as He gives it to them. The Lord’s blessing
means everything. It gives life to the dead, gives joy to those in despair, gives wings
to morality and converts monotony to happiness.
The Lord be with you.

∞

Editor’s comments
The front book cover of this book shows the painting by Jacques – Louis David that depicts
(LtoR) Xanthippe leaving the prison at Socrates request bidding him farewell with her right
hand. Plato sitting at the end of the bed, with his scrolls on the ground in deep thought and
sadness. The young executioner, turning his head away with shame while handing the cup
with hemlock to Socrates. In front of Socrates is Criton who is grasping the leg of his old
friend and teacher - According to Plato there were more than 20 people at the deathbed (The
painter included Plato in his painting even though Plato was not present).
Socrates in this painting is pointing with his index finger above seemingly talking calmly
about immortality and the connection with Divinity. Socrates believed that everything
emanates from one source].
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Plato detail from Raphael’s “The School of Athens’

Thomas the Apostle detail from Leonardo da Vinci’s ‘Last Supper’

‘John the Baptist’ by Leonardo da Vinci

‘The death of Socrates’ detail from Jacques-Louis David
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detail from ‘The Creation of Adam’ by Leonardo da Vinci
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